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We ross-orrelate large sale struture (LSS) observations from a number of surveys with os-
mi mirowave bakground (CMB) anisotropies from the Wilkinson Mirowave Anisotropy Probe
(WMAP) to investigate the Integrated Sahs-Wolfe (ISW) eet as a funtion of redshift, overing
z ∼ 0.1−2.5. Our main goal is to go beyond reporting detetions towards developing a reliable like-
lihood analysis that allows one to determine osmologial onstraints from ISW observations. With
this in mind we spend a onsiderable amount of eort in determining the redshift-dependent bias and
redshift distribution (b(z) × dN/dz) of these samples by mathing with spetrosopi observations
where available, and analyzing auto-power spetra and ross-power spetra between the samples.
Due to wide redshift distributions of some of the data sets we do not assume a onstant bias model,
in ontrast to previous work on this subjet. We only use the LSS data sets for whih we an extrat
suh information reliably and as a result the data sets we use are 2-Miron All Sky Survey (2MASS)
samples, Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) photometri Luminous Red Galaxies, SDSS photometri
quasars and NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS) radio soures. We make a joint analysis of all samples
onstruting a full ovariane matrix, whih we subsequently use for osmologial parameter tting.
We report a 3.7σ detetion of ISW ombining all the datasets. We do not nd signiant evidene for
an ISW signal at z > 1, in agreement with theoretial expetation in ΛCDM model. We ombine the
ISW likelihood funtion with weak lensing of CMB (hereafter Paper II [1℄) and CMB power spetrum
to onstrain the equation of state of dark energy and the urvature of the Universe. While ISW does
not signiantly improve the onstraints in the simplest 6-parameter at ΛCDM model, it improves
onstraints on 7-parameter models with urvature by a fator of 3.2 (relative to WMAP alone) to
ΩK = −0.004
+0.014
−0.020 , and with dark energy equation of state by 15% to w = −1.01
+0.30
−0.40 [posterior me-
dian with 1σ (16th84th perentile) range℄. A software pakage for alulating the ISW likelihood
funtion an be downloaded at http://www.astro.prineton.edu/shirley/ISW_WL.html.
PACS numbers: 98.80.Es, 95.36.+x, 98.65.Dx.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Cosmi Mirowave Bakground (CMB) has pro-
vided us with a wealth of osmologial information. The
large-sale anisotropies were rst disovered by the Dif-
ferential Mirowave Radiometer (DMR) on Cosmi Bak-
ground Explorer (COBE) satellite [2℄, and the smaller-
sale CMB anisotropies were subsequently measured by
various ground-based/balloon-borne experiments. More
reently, the Wilkinson Mirowave Anisotropy Probe
(WMAP) satellite [3, 4℄ produed a osmi variane lim-
ited map of CMB anisotropies down to l ∼ 400. The
struture of the angular power spetrum when ombined
with other osmologial probes (suh as Sloan Digital Sky
Survey, [5℄, Hubble Key Projet [6℄ and 2dF Galaxy Red-
shift Survey [7℄), allows extremely preise measurements
of the osmologial parameters of the ΛCDM model.
While most of the utuations seen by WMAP and other
CMB experiments were generated at the last surfae of
∗
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sattering, strutures formed at low redshift also leave
imprints on the CMB. These anisotropies, suh as the
thermal Sunyaev-Zeldovih (tSZ) [8℄ and kineti Sunyaev
Zeldovih eets (kSZ) [9℄, the Integrated Sahs-Wolfe
(ISW) eet [10℄, and gravitational lensing, ontribute
only slightly to the CMB power spetrum on sales mea-
sured by WMAP, but they an be deteted by ross-
orrelating the CMB with suitable traers of the large
sale struture.
This is the rst of two papers that measure the Inte-
grated Sahs-Wolfe eet and gravitational lensing (Pa-
per II) in ross-orrelation. In this paper, we fous
on large sale galaxy-temperature orrelations and their
large sale osmologial soure, the Integrated Sahs-
Wolfe (ISW) eet. The ISW eet results from the red-
or blue-shifting of the CMB photons as they propagate
through gravitational potential wells. As the potential
wells of the Universe (i.e., the spatial metri) evolve, the
energy gained by photons falling into the potential well
does not anel out the energy loss as photons limb out
of the well. This is important at late times when the
Universe is not matter dominated and the gravitational
potential is time dependent. It is only signiant on large
2sales, sine on small sales the amount of time spent by
the photon in eah oherene region of the gravitational
potential is small and any small sale utuations will be
smoothed out as the photon go through numerous poten-
tial wells along the line of sight.
To measure the above eet, we ross-orrelate the
CMB temperature anisotropies with maps of galaxies
from the Two Miron All Sky Survey (2MASS), lumi-
nous red galaxies (LRGs) and quasars from the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey, and radio soures from the NRAO
VLA Sky Survey (NVSS). This inorporates most of the
LSS traers used by previous eorts [11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25℄ to detet the ISW
eet. Our goal in this work extends this previous liter-
ature by going beyond deteting the ISW eet to mea-
suring its redshift evolution and using that to onstrain
dierent osmologial models (e.g. the ISW eet due to
spatial urvature ours at signiantly higher redshifts
than that due to a osmologial onstant). We therefore
require a large redshift range (z ∼ 0 to 2.5) but with suf-
ient redshift resolution to unambiguously disern any
redshift evolution of the signal. In addition, to draw ro-
bust osmologial onlusions from an observed redshift
evolution, we must onstrain both the redshift distribu-
tion and evolution of the bias with redshift for eah of
the samples; the simple assumption of onstant bias is
in most ases no longer suient. These onsiderations
drive our survey seletions; we disuss these in more de-
tail in Se. VIII. Our nal produt is a likelihood ode
that an be applied to any osmologial model. In addi-
tion to providing omplementary onstraints on standard
osmologial parameters, we expet it an be a strong
disriminator of the modied gravity models, whih have
very distintive ISW preditions [26℄.
We review the theory behind the ISW eet in Se. II.
The CMB and LSS data sets used are desribed in
Se. III; the results of ross-orrelating the two are in
Se. IV. Se. V and VI onstrain the redshift distri-
butions of the samples, and possible systemati ontam-
ination of the ross-orrelations. Se. VII presents the
osmologial impliations of these results, and Se. VIII
summarizes our onlusions. The ompanion paper (Pa-
per II) uses the same data sets to detet the weak lensing
of the CMB. All of the theoretial preditions are made
with WMAP 3 year parameters (Ωbh
2
=0.0223, Ωch
2
=
0.128, ΩK = 0, h = 0.732, σ8 = 0.761) exept in Se-
tion V or otherwise stated.
II. THEORY
We briey review the ISW eet and its ross-
orrelation with the galaxy density (see also Refs. [14,
27, 28℄). The temperature anisotropy due to the ISW
eet is expressed as an integral of the time derivative of
the gravitational potential φ over onformal time η,
∆TISW(θˆ) = 2
∫ η0
ηr
dη
∂φ
∂η
, (1)
where ηr and η0 are the onformal time at reombina-
tion and today, respetively, and we ignored the eet of
Thomson sattering suppression, whih is negligible for
the redshift range of interest here. For sales suiently
within the horizon, the gravitational potential φ is re-
lated to the mass utuation δ = δρ/ρ¯ in Fourier spae
by the Poisson equation:
φ(k, z) = −3
2
H20
c2
Ωm(1 + z)
δ(k, z)
k2
, (2)
where Ωm is the ratio of the matter density to the ritial
density today, H0 is the Hubble onstant today, c is the
speed of light, z is the redshift, and k is the omoving
wave number. On large sales where the mass utuation
δ ≪ 1, the perturbations grow aording to linear theory
δ(k, z) = δ(k, 0)D(z)/D(0).
We are interested in rossorrelating the temperature
anisotropies, δT , with the observed projeted galaxy over-
density g. The intrinsi angular galaxy utuations are
given by:
g(θˆ) =
∫
dz b(z)Π(z)δ(χ(z)θˆ, z), (3)
where b(z) is an assumed sale-independent bias fator
relating the galaxy overdensity to the mass overdensity,
i.e. δg = b δ, Π(z) is the normalized seletion funtion,
and χ(z) is the omoving distane to redshift z. We fo-
us on the ross-spetrum of the galaxies with the CMB
temperature utuation:
CgTℓ =
2
π
∫
k2dkP (k)[g]ℓ(k)[T ]ℓ(k) (4)
where P (k) is the matter power spetrum today as a
funtion of the wave number k, and the funtions [g]ℓ
and [T ]ℓ are
[g]ℓ (k) =
∫
dz bi(z)Π(z)D(z)jℓ(kχ(z)) (5)
and
[T ]ℓ (k) = 3
H20
c2
ΩmTCMB
×
∫
dz
d
dz
[D(z)(1 + z)]
jℓ(kχ(z))
k2
. (6)
The Limber approximation, whih is quite aurate when
ℓ is not too small (ℓ ∼> 10), an be obtained from Eq. (4)
by setting P (k) = P (k = (ℓ + 1/2)/χ(z)) and using
the asymptoti formula that (2/π)
∫
k2dkjℓ(kχ)jℓ(kχ
′) =
(1/χ2)δ(χ − χ′) (when ℓ ≫ 1). We nd that the substi-
tution k = (ℓ + 1/2)/χ(z) is a better approximation to
the exat expressions than k = ℓ/χ(z). This gives
CgTℓ =
3ΩmH
2
0TCMB
c2
1
(ℓ+ 1/2)2
×
∫
dzb(z)Π(z)
H(z)
c
D(z)
d
dz
[D(z)(1 + z)]
×P
(
ℓ+ 1/2
χ
)
. (7)
3The above disussion ignores the eets of gravita-
tional lensing, whih alters the expeted signal through
two ompeting eets  hanging the ux limit of the
survey as well as the observed galaxy density. Both of
these eets an be thought of as altering the redshift
distribution of the traers, and so we defer the disussion
to Se. V.
III. DATA
We desribe the CMB and galaxy data sets used in our
analysis below; these are summarized in Table I. The
data sets not used in this paper are disussed further
in the Se. VIII, where we provide detailed explanations
for the hoies made. All large sale struture data were
pixelized in the HEALPix system with the resolution and
sky overage shown in Table I.
A. CMB temperature from WMAP
The WMAP mission [3, 4℄ measured the all-sky maps
of the CMB at multipoles up to ℓ ∼ several hundred. We
use the seond publi data release of the WMAP data
with the rst three years of observations. The all-sky
CMB maps are onstruted in the following bands: K
(23 GHz), Ka (33 GHz), Q (41 GHz), V (61 GHz) and W
(94 GHz). These maps are pixelized in the HEALPix [29℄
resolution 9 format with 3 145 728 pixels, eah 47.2 sq. ar-
min in area. These maps are not beam-deonvolved and
this, with the san strategy of WMAP, results in nearly
unorrelated Gaussian unertainties on the temperature
in eah pixel [4℄. We limit our analysis to Ka through
W band as the K-band is heavily ontaminated by the
Galati emission. We trim all masks with the WMAP
Kp0 mask and point soure mask to remove regions on-
taminated by Galati emission and point soures, leav-
ing 76.8% (2 414 613 resolution 9 HEALPix pixels) of the
sky for the ISW analysis. We hoose not to use either the
WMAP Internal Linear Combination (ILC) map or the
foreground leaned map to avoid a number of pratial
diulties as these maps lose frequeny dependene of
the original maps and have ompliated pixel-pixel noise
orrelations.
B. Two Miron All Sky Survey (2MASS)
We use galaxies from the Two Miron All Sky Survey
(2MASS) Extended Soure Catalog (XSC) [30, 31, 32℄
as mass traers of the low redshift Universe. The me-
dian redshift of these objets is ∼ 0.1. We use K20, the
Ks-band isophotal magnitude measured inside a iru-
lar isophote with surfae brightness of 20 mag arse
−2
,
as our default ux measure. We extintion orret the
magnitudes from the atalog using the reddening maps
[33℄:
K20 = K20,raw −AK , (8)
where AK = 0.367E(B − V ) [14℄. Note that we ignore
hanges to the isophotal radius due to extintion. We
remove regions with AK > 0.05 in the dataset as the
galaxy density starts to drop drastially. We visually
inspets how the galaxy density hanges with AK and
deide to ut with AK > 0.05 as there is a drasti drop.
There are 1 586 854 galaxies in the 2MASS XSC after
removing known artifats and soures in lose proximity
to a large galaxy (cc_flag 6='a' and 'z') and requiring
use_src = 1 (whih rejets dupliate observations of the
same part of the sky). The 2MASS XSC an miss objets
near bright stars or overlapping artifats, and so we used
the XSC overage map [30℄ and masked out pixels with
< 98% overage, thus ∼ 8% of the sky.
We divided the 2MASS sample into 4 ux bins: 12.0 <
K20 < 12.5, 12.5 < K20 < 13.0, 13.0 < K20 < 13.5,
13.5 < K20 < 14.0. Note that the redshift distribution
of these 4 bins atually overlap signiantly. Our sam-
ple seletion for 2MASS is similar to Afshordi et al. [14℄
exept the pixelization.
C. Data from Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS)
The Sloan Digital Sky Survey has taken ugriz CCD im-
ages of 104 deg2 of the high-latitude sky [34℄. A dediated
2.5m telesope [35, 36℄ at Apahe Point Observatory im-
ages the sky in photometri onditions [37℄ in ve bands
(ugriz) [38, 39℄ using a drift-sanning, mosai CCD am-
era [35℄. All the data proessing are done by ompletely
automated pipelines, inluding astrometry, soure iden-
tiation, photometry [40, 41℄, alibration [42, 43℄, spe-
trosopi target seletion [44, 45, 46℄, and spetrosopi
ber plaement [47℄. The SDSS is well underway, and has
produed seven major releases [48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54℄.
In addition to onstruting LRG and quasar maps, we
onstruted three additional maps that we use to rejet
region sheavily aeted by poor seeing or stellar ontam-
ination. These inlude (i) a map of the full width at half-
maximum (FWHM) of the point-spread funtion (PSF)
in r band; (ii) a map of stellar density (18.0 < r < 18.5
stars, smoothed with a 2 degree FMHM Gaussian); and
(iii) a similar map using only the red stars (g− r > 1.4).
All SDSS magnitudes used here are extintion-
orreted using the maps of Ref. [33℄. We use SDSS
model magnitudes for the LRGs, and PSF magnitudes
for the quasars and stars.
1. Luminous Red Galaxies
We use the photometri Luminous Red Galaxies
(LRGs) from Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) on-
struted as desribed in [55℄. The LRGs have been very
4TABLE I: The large-sale struture data sets used. The eetive bias beff and bias-weighted redshift 〈z〉b are given here for
the purpose of qualitatively illustrating whih redshift ranges are probed by eah sample. They are omputed for the duial
WMAP osmology as beff =
R
f(z) dz and 〈z〉b =
R
zf(z) dz/beff , respetively; the redshift distributions f(z) will be omputed
in Se. V. The data are pixelized using HEALPix [29℄ at the resolutions listed in the table.
Sample (its notation in paper) Area Density Number of HEALPix Number of beff 〈z〉b
deg
2
deg
−2
galaxies resolution HEALPix Pixels
2MASS, 12.0 < Ks < 12.5 (2MASS0) 27 191 01.84 0 050 096 09 2 073 457 1.63 0.06
2MASS, 12.5 < Ks < 13.0 (2MASS1) 27 191 03.79 0 103 060 09 2 073 457 1.52 0.07
2MASS, 13.0 < Ks < 13.5 (2MASS2) 27 191 07.85 0 213 516 09 2 073 457 1.54 0.10
2MASS, 13.5 < Ks < 14.0 (2MASS3) 27 191 16.00 0 435 570 09 2 073 457 1.65 0.12
SDSS, LRG, low-z (LRG0) 06 641 35.10 0 232 888 10 2 025 731 1.97 0.31
SDSS, LRG, high-z (LRG1) 06 641 93.80 0 622 646 10 2 025 731 1.98 0.53
SDSS, QSO, low-z (QSO0) 06 039 20.80 0 125 407 10 1 842 044 2.36 1.29
SDSS, QSO, high-z (QSO1) 06 039 18.30 0 110 528 10 1 842 044 2.75 1.67
NVSS point soures (NVSS) 27 361 40.30 1 104 983 08 0521 594 1.98 1.43
useful as a osmologial probe sine they are typially
the most luminous galaxies in the Universe, thus prob-
ing a larger volume than most other traers. On top of
this, they also have very regular spetral energy distri-
butions and a prominent 4000Å break, making photo-z
aquisition muh easier than the other galaxies. We will
not be repeat our seletion riteria here as it is thor-
oughly desribed in [55℄. We only aept sky regions
with E(B − V ) ≤ 0.08 (almost idential to Ar ≤ 0.2 as
in [55℄) and an r band FWHM< 2.0 arse.
Furthermore, there are a few regions in SDSS that
have ≥60% more red stars than typial for their galati
latitude; we suspet photometri problems and rejeted
these regions. The red star ut removed 427 deg2 in as-
sorted parts of the sky.
We slie our LRG sample into two redshift bins for the
ISW analysis: 0.2 ≤ zphoto ≤ 0.4 and 0.4 ≤ zphoto ≤ 0.6.
2. Photometri quasars
We selet quasars photometrially from the Sloan Dig-
ital Sky Survey by rst generating a andidate quasar
atalog onsisting of UVX objets [56℄. These are point
soures with exess UV ux (i.e. u− g < 1.0) observed g
magnitudes fainter than 14.5 (to avoid saturation prob-
lems), extintion orreted g magnitudes brighter than
21.0, and u-band error less than 0.5 mag (≥ 2σ detetion
in u). We all this the ALL-UVX atalog. We also have
the publi atalog of photometri quasars from Data Re-
lease 3 (DR3) generated by Ref. [57℄, whih we will all
DR3-QSO objets. We also onstrut a UVX objet list
from only DR3 data, denoted DR3-UVX. This atalog
is used to extend the seletion and photometri redshifts
from the DR3 region to the ALL region. Ideally the at-
alog would have been based on running the algorithm
of Ref. [57℄ on the ALL region but this option was not
available at the time we onstruted the quasar atalog.
We rst math the DR3-UVX objets to the DR3-QSO
objets and then assign the photometri redshifts from
the DR3-QSO objets to the mathed DR3-UVX objet.
For objets that are in DR3-UVX atalog, but not in the
DR3-QSO atalog, we mark them as rejets. We now
have a DR3-UVX atalog with every objet either as-
signed a redshift or marked as a rejet. The rejet rate
for DR3-UVX (ALL-UVX) is 89% (93%). Then, we lay
down the DR3-UVX atalog in olor
4
(u−g,g−r,r−i,i−z)
spae, and then for eah ALL-UVX objet, we nd its
nearest neighbor in this olor
4
spae, then assigning it the
same redshift as its mathed DR3-UVX neighbor. If the
DR3-UVX objet has a redshift (not a rejet), then the
ALL-UVX objet is lassied as a quasar with the same
redshift (photo-z only), otherwise it is rejeted. This
proedure generates a photometri atalog of quasars in
the full survey area, based on the mathing against DR3
quasars in olor
4
spae. However, this atalog only has
the photometri redshifts, but not the atual redshift dis-
tribution. The atual redshift distribution will be dis-
ussed in Se. VI. The average olor osets of the quasar
andidate to its math for u − g, g − r, r − i and i − z
are 0.0018, 0.0056, 0.0075 and 0.0045, while the typial
errors on the olors of the andidates are 0.11 (u − g),
0.13 (g − r), 0.14 (r − i) and 0.17 (i − z). As the olor
dierenes between the math and the andidate are well
within the error of the olors, we onlude that the quasar
andidates are mathed with high auray.
We then ut the atalog aording to E(B−V ) < 0.05
and FWHM< 2.0 arse. These uts are determined
when we look at the variation of the quasar number
overdensity over a range of extintion and seeing. Also,
sine quasars are more sensitive than LRGs to extintion
(as a result of the importane of the u lter in selet-
ing quasars), we ut the atalog at a lower E(B − V ).
We also imposed a ut rejeting regions with more than
twie average stellar density, i.e. we require nstar < 564
stars/deg
2
.
We further divide the sample into two redshift (photo-
z) bins: 0.65 < zphoto < 1.45 (low-z) and 1.45 < zphoto <
2.0 (high-z). This division of sample is due to the fat
that there are strong emission lines (e.g. Mg ii) that red-
shift from one lter into the next around the redshifts
of 0.65, 1.45 and 2.0, ausing these two redshift bins to
5FIG. 1: The overdensity maps of various traer samples in Galati oordinates. The sale runs from g = −1 (blak, no
galaxies) to g = −0.25 (blue), g = 0 (green), g = +0.25 (red), and g = +1 (white, ≥ 2× mean density).
be relatively free of ross-ontamination. However, as
we will see, they do ontain signiant ontamination
from redshifts below 0.65 and above 2.0. We therefore
onstrain their redshift distribution by ross-orrelating
these with auxiliary data sets; we disuss this further in
Se. V.
The onstrution of the full sample using the DR3 at-
alog as desribed above introdues one potentially worry-
ing systemati, namely the possibility that regions of the
sky observed after DR3 would have a dierent density
of soures than DR3 regions as a result of the nearest-
neighbor method misbehaving in low-density regions of
olor
4
spae. This would provide a spurious feature in
the quasar maps that resembles the DR3 overage map.
In order to hek for this problem, we look for orre-
lations between observing dates (if the ALL sample is
misbehaving, it will be dierent from DR3 sample) with
galaxy overdensity, and we do not nd any signiant
orrelations (Fig. 2). We also look at the orrelation be-
tween quasar overdensity and the stellar number density
to see if there is signiant stellar ontamination, we do
not nd any either (Fig. 2).
D. NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS)
The NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS) is a 1.4 GHz
ontinuum survey overing the entire sky north of −40◦
delination using the ompat D and DnC ongurations
of the Very Large Array (VLA) [58℄. The images all have
45 arse FWHM resolution and nearly uniform sensitiv-
ity and yield a atalog of almost 2× 106 disrete soures
stronger than ∼ 2 mJy.
This survey has several potentially major artifats:
Galati synhrotron emission, spurious power from
bright soures and a delination-dependent striping prob-
lem. All of these have to be treated properly before one
an laim that the power oming from the ross-/auto-
orrelation is not due to some spurious issues. The Gala-
ti synhrotron emission an in priniple be an issue be-
ause it ontributes signiantly to the noise temperature
of the VLA, and for realisti number ounts, inreased
noise temperature ould hange the number of soures
with measured ux above some threshold. (As an inter-
ferometer the VLA is not diretly sensitive to the dif-
fuse synhrotron foreground.) This issue is treated by
inorporating a template  the Haslam map [59℄  in the
ross-orrelation analysis and projeting out the power
that are orrelated to this template. Even though the
Haslam map is at 408 MHz, the frequeny dependene
of the galati synhrotron emission is fairly at, allow-
ing us to use it as a template of the Galati synhroton
radiation. The bright soures are problemati sine the
VLA has a nite dynami range (∼ 1000 in snapshot
mode with limited uv-plane overage) and thus the iden-
tiation of faint soures in elds with a bright soure is
unreliable. This issue is mitigated by masking out all the
bright soures. Striping is a known systemati eet in
NVSS [60℄: the galaxy density has a systemati depen-
dene on delination, whih an mimi long-wavelength
modes in the galaxy eld. To deal with the above po-
tential problems, we rst impose a ux limit of 2.5 mJy
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FIG. 2: LRG and QSO overdensity vs various quantities suh as reddening, PSF FWHM (r band), observing time (MJD), red
star density, and star density. In eah panel the irles show the low-redshift sample and the squares show the high-redshift
sample. The Modied Julian Date (MJD) of the DR3 ending date is 52821. Note that there are very few aepted pixels at
the extremes of reddening, PSF FWHM, and stellar density, resulting in the large utuations seen in the gure.
(where NVSS is 50% omplete), mask out a 0.6 degree
radius around all the bright soures (> 2.5 Jy). Then
to redue striping, we also inlude templates to projet
out the synhrotron and delination-striping modes. The
implementation of this projetion of spurious power will
be further disussed in Se. IV.
IV. CROSS-CORRELATION POWER
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
A. Methodology
We start by organizing the temperature utuations
and the galaxy overdensities into a single data vetor,
x = (xB,T ,xg) , (9)
where xB,T is a vetor with the measured CMB temper-
ature (with the monopole and dipole subtrated) in band
B at every HEALPix pixel; analogously, xg is the traer
number overdensity. The vetor x has a total length
Npix,CMB+Npix,LSS where Npix,CMB and Npix,LSS are the
number of aepted pixels for the CMB and LSS maps
respetively. We suppress the band subsript for simpli-
ity, with the impliit understanding that we always refer
to the ross orrelation of a single WMAP band with the
traer overdensity. The ovariane matrix of x is,
C = Cdiag +
(
0 CgT†
CgT 0
)
, (10)
where Cdiag is given by,
Cdiag =
(
CTT +NTT 0
0 Cgg +Ngg
)
, (11)
where Nxx is the noise matrix. The submatries CTT ,
Cgg and CgT are dened by
Cabij =
∑
lm
Cabl Y
∗
lm(nˆ
a
i )Ylm(nˆ
b
j) , (12)
where nˆai is the position (on the sky) of the i
th
point of the
vetor xa. The temperature-temperature, galaxy-galaxy
and galaxy-temperature angular power spetra are de-
noted by CTTl , C
gg
l and C
gT
l respetively.
The galaxy power spetrum is rst estimated using a
pseudo-Cl estimator [61℄, and t by the non-linear power
spetrum of [62℄, multiplied by a onstant linear bias. We
projet out the monopole and dipole of both these power
spetra by setting the power in the l = 0, 1 modes to a
value (10−1) muh greater than the true power spetrum.
We parametrize CgTl as a sum of bandpowers, P˜i,l, with
amplitudes ci to be estimated,
CgTl =
∑
i
ciP˜i,l . (13)
We onsider at bandpowers given by
P˜i,l =
{
B(l) li,min ≤ l < li,max
0 otherwise,
(14)
where B(l) is the produt of the beam transfer fun-
tion [63℄, and the HEALPix pixel transfer funtions at
WMAP and LSS resolution. This parametrizes the power
spetrum as a sum of step funtions and is useful when
the shape of the power spetrum is unknown.
We estimate the ci by forming quadrati ombinations
of the data [64, 65℄,
qi =
1
2
xtC−1diag
∂C
∂ci
C−1diagx . (15)
7These are related to the estimated cˆi by the response
matrix F,
cˆi =
∑
j
(F−1)ijqj , (16)
where
Fij =
1
2
tr
[
C−1diag
∂C
∂ci
C−1diag
∂C
∂cj
]
. (17)
If CgTl ≪
√
Cggl C
TT
l , then the cˆi are good approxima-
tions to the maximum likelihood estimates of the ci. The
ovariane matrix of the cˆi is the inverse of the response
matrix, if the duial power spetra and noise used to
ompute C−1diag orretly desribe the data (in this ase
F is the Fisher matrix, hene the notation). The ma-
trix Cdiag determines the weighting and is often alled
a prior in quadrati estimation theory. Note that this
usage has nothing to do with Bayesian priors  in parti-
ular, Eq. (16) is unbiased regardless of the hoie of prior
(though for bad hoies the estimator is not minimum
variane). Implementing the above algorithm is ompli-
ated by the sizes of the datasets; the implementation we
use is in [18, 66, 67℄, and we refer to the reader to the
disussion there.
[In addition to the ross-power spetra in Eq. (14),
in quadrati estimator theory one usually tries to esti-
mate the CMB and galaxy auto-power spetra as well.
Beause our prior is diagonal, however, these deouple,
i.e. the entries in Fij that ouple the auto-powers and
ross-powers are zero. For this reason we an leave the
auto-powers out of the quadrati estimator.℄
As mentioned earlier, the NVSS dataset has issues that
require additional proessing. Assume a systemati E
that we haraterize as follows:
xobs = xtrue + λE . (18)
If estimate cˆi, even if C is the true ovariane, we will
still have a biased answer. However, the substitution
C = Ctrue + ζEEt (19)
yields an unbiased estimate of cˆi when ζ → ∞. One
an add as many systemati templates E (i.e. modes
to projet out of the map) as desired. To immunize the
NVSS orrelations from possible systematis, we break
the NVSS map into 74 delination rings, and for eah
ring inlude a template map E onsisting of either +1
(for pixels within the delination ring) or 0 (for all other
pixels). This removes the delination-dependent stripes.
We also put in the 408 MHz Haslam map [59℄ (tehni-
ally THaslam − 20K) as a template for the Galati syn-
hrotron radiation. We experimented with the values of ζ
and found that the ross-spetra are onverged with the
hoie ζ = 1 for the delination rings and ζ = 10−3K−2
for the synhrotron map.
B. Priors
To generate the priors Cdiag for the ross-orrelation
power spetrum analysis, we need the approximate au-
topower spetrum of the galaxies. The auto-orrelation
is done using the same methodology as desribed in
Se. IVA. The resulting autopower spetra must be
smoothed, before being used as priors. This avoids sta-
tistial utuations in Cℓ over- or under-weighting the
orresponding monopoles in the ross-orrelation, whih
ould result in underestimation of CgTℓ signal sine we
would artially down-weight multipoles that had ai-
dentally high power in galaxies and plae more weight on
multipoles that had little power. We did the smoothing
in two dierent ways. For the ases where the redshift
distribution was available early enough in the analysis
(2MASS or LRG), we t the auto-power spetrum to the
non-linear matter power spetrum [62℄ to get the linear
bias. In other ases (quasars, NVSS) we did not have
the redshift distribution at the time the priors were re-
ated; we reated the priors by using a smoothed, splined
auto-power spetrum of the sample as the prior.
In the ases where we did a t using the nonlinear mat-
ter power spetrum, the t biases are 1.15, 1.18, 1.20,
and 1.22 (2MASS, brightest to faintest); 1.92 (LRG low-
z); and 1.86 (LRG high-z). After generating the priors,
we made several modiations to the analysis, inlud-
ing the inlusion of redshift-dependent bias in 2MASS.
Thus while the priors were not updated sine they give a
good t to the observed autopower spetrum, it should
be noted that these bias values are not used in the os-
mologial analysis (i.e. for ISW predition purposes).
To generate priors for the CMB, we generate the pri-
ors using the theoretial Cℓs from WMAP and take into
the aount of the eet of pixelization and beams by
onvolving with the pixel and beam window funtions.
C. Results of ross-orrelation
Figs. 3, 4, and 5 plot the ross-orrelation between
WMAP and the 2MASS, SDSS and NVSS samples re-
spetively; the four dierent symbols in eah of these
plots orrespond to the four WMAP bands we use. The
observed ahromati nature of the signal is onsistent
with it being ISW, and is an important hek for fre-
queny dependent systematis. The two quasar samples
are at the highest redshifts we an probe, so if there is
an ISW ross-orrelation at z ∼ 12, it would mean that
there is signiant gravitational potential hange at these
redshifts. This is not expeted in simplest ΛCDM os-
mology, but ould be present either in models where dark
energy equation of state is rapidly hanging with redshift
or in models where urvature plays a role. The observed
lak of a signal for these redshifts therefore strongly on-
strains suh models. Note however that the NVSS ross-
orrelation annot be automatially interpreted as a de-
tetion of high redshift ISW, as (see below) it overs a
8FIG. 3: Galaxy density orrelations with WMAP temperatures (4 bands: Ka (rosses), Q (triangles), V (squares), W (empty
triangles), error bars are from the orrelations with V-band. This ontains 2MASS galaxy density orrelations with WMAP,
starting from (from left to right, top to bottom) the brightest sample, to the bottom the dimmest sample. We shift the points
on x-axis for larity. The dotted line shows the predited signal for the sample with WMAP 3-year parameters and bdN/dz
estimated in Se. V.
wide redshift range.
V. REDSHIFT DISTRIBUTIONS
The basi problem is to determine for eah galaxy sam-
ple i and eah osmologial model the funtion fi(z) that
relates the matter density δ(r) to the two-dimensional
galaxy overdensity gi:
gi(nˆ) =
∫ ∞
0
fi(z)δ[nˆ, χ(z)]dz. (20)
Eq. (20) is understood to be valid on sales where the
galaxies trae the matter distribution. In the absene
of magniation bias, the funtion fi(z) is simply the
produt of the bias and the redshift distribution: fi(z) =
bi(z)Πi(z), where Πi(z) is the probability distribution for
9FIG. 4: Same as Fig. 3 exept for the SDSS density maps from (from left to right, top to bottom): low-z LRG, high-z LRG,
low-z QSO, high-z QSO.
the galaxy redshift. In the presene of magniation bias,
whih is important for the SDSS quasars and possibly the
NVSS radio soures, fi(z) takes on the more ompliated
form
fi(z) = bi(z)Πi(z) +
∫ ∞
z
W (z, z′)[α(z′)− 1]Πi(z′)dz′,
(21)
where α(z′) is the slope of the number ounts of the
galaxy density as a funtion of ux: N(> F ) ∝ F−α.
Here W (z, z′) is the lensing window funtion:
W (z, z′) =
3
2
ΩmH
2
0
1 + z
cH(z)
sin2K χ(z)
×[cotK χ(z)− cotK χ(z′)], (22)
where χ(z) =
∫ z
0
dz′′/H(z′′) is the radial omoving dis-
tane, sinK χ is the sine like funtion (equal to χ in a at
Universe), and cotK χ = d(ln sinK χ)/dχ is the otangent
like funtion (equal to 1/χ in a at Universe).
It is in fat the funtion fi(z) that is required if one
is to predit the ISW eet in a given osmology. It is
10
FIG. 5: Same as Fig. 3 exept for the NVSS ross-orrelation.
this same funtion that is required to predit the linear-
regime angular power spetrum of the galaxies. This se-
tion desribes the method by whih fi(z) is obtained for
eah of the samples. The methods are quite dierent due
to the dierent types of information available for eah
sample. In partiular there are very few spetrosopi
redshifts available for NVSS. Note however that all meth-
ods inlude galaxy lustering data, as this is needed to
determine the bias even if the redshift probability distri-
bution Πi(z) is known perfetly.
All of the numbers and plots in this setion only that
depend on osmology are omputed using the original
WMAP third-year at 6-parameter ΛCDM osmology
(Ωbh
2 = 0.0222, Ωmh
2 = 0.1275, h = 0.727, σ8 = 0.743,
and ns = 0.948), i.e. from the rst release of Ref. [68℄.
However in the Markov hain, the funton fi(z) is re-
omputed for eah osmologial model and used to pre-
dit the ISW signal.
A. 2MASS
The 2MASS samples go down to a limiting magnitude
of K20 = 14. At this relatively bright magnitude, al-
most all objets (97.9%, after orreting for the ber ol-
lisions) have SDSS spetra, provided of ourse that they
lie within the spetrosopi mask. In pratie there are
two subtleties that an our. One is that the bias b2MASS
annot be obtained to high auray from linear theory
beause even the moderate multipoles (l ∼ 20) are non-
linear, espeially for the nearest 2MASS slie, and the
lowest multipoles suer from osmi variane. The other
is that the bias varies with redshift: even though the
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FIG. 6: The 2MASS redshift distribution, binned in units of
∆z = 0.01. The top panel shows the raw measured distribu-
tion, Π(z), and the bottom panel is orreted for relative bias
brel(z)Π(z).
2MASS galaxies over a narrow range in redshift during
whih the Universe expands by only ∼ 30%, the use of
apparent magnitude to dene the samples means that
the typial luminosity of a galaxy varies by several mag-
nitudes aross the redshift range of interest. more biased,
this eet shifts the peak of the eetive redshift distribu-
tion f(z) to higher redshifts than the atual distribution
Π(z).
We math the 2MASS galaxies with the SDSS MAIN
galaxy sample by rst dening the 2MASS sample as
disussed in III B, then we selet 2MASS galaxies only
within mask that is more than 90% omplete. We then
try to math all the 2MASS galaxies with the SDSS
MAIN galaxies that are within 3′′ and found that al-
most all of the objets from 2MASS sample have SDSS
spetra. We thus use the spetrosopi redshifts of the
mathed SDSS galaxies to identify the redshifts of the
2MASS galaxies. The redshift distribution is binned with
δz = 0.01. The redshift distribution for eah of the four
slies is shown in Fig. 6.
The problem of nonlinear evolution is generally very
ompliated, however for ISW work we only need a solu-
tion aurate to a few tens of perent. Therefore we have
used the Q-model [7℄, whih relates the galaxy power
11
spetrum to the linear power spetrum via
Pgal(k) = b
2 1 +Qk
2
1 +Ak
Plin(k), (23)
where b is the linear bias appearing in Eq. (21). Cole et al.
[7℄ found in simulations that this funtion ts the galaxy
power spetrum in simulations for A = 1.7h−1Mp,
while the required value of Q varies depending on the
sample. Our method is to ompute the theoretial angu-
lar galaxy power spetrum Cggℓ (th) via the Limber inte-
gral, and t this to the measured Cggℓ treating b and Q
as free parameters. This proedure an be done either
assuming b is onstant with redshift, or (better) taking
into aount the redshift-dependent bias,
Pgal(k, z) = b
2
⋆b
2
rel(z)
1 +Qk2
1 +Ak
Plin(k, z), (24)
where brel(z) is known and b⋆ is a free parameter. While
there is very little evolution in the 2MASS redshift range,
the nearby and distant galaxies an have very dierent
biases beause they orrespond to dierent luminosity
ranges. The results for eah are shown in Table II. brel(z)
is based on taking the r-band luminosities of the galaxies
and using brel(L) from Tegmark et al. [5℄. Note that
the prominent peak of redshift distribution at z ∼ 0.08
is a superluster known as the Sloan Great Wall. (In
priniple Q an depend on redshift as well, so one should
be areful about interpreting the t value and indeed one
an see from Table II that Q t in this way is not stable.
However the ∼< 1σ hanges in 〈b〉 seen in the table when
we restrit to muh lower lmax suggest that this is not a
large eet on the bias.)
The Q-model ts for the 2MASS sample (and the
LRGs) are shown in Fig. 7.
B. SDSS LRGs
Next we onsider the photometri LRG sample from
SDSS. The sample is faint enough that spetrosopi
redshifts are unavailable for most of the objets. For-
tunately, preise photometri redshifts are available for
LRGs sine they have very uniform spetra whose main
broadband feature is a break at 400 nm. This break
passes through the SDSS g and r lters in the interest-
ing redshift range, so the g − r and r − i olors of an
LRG orrelate very strongly with its redshift [55℄. The
error distribution of the photometri redshifts has been
alibrated using spetro-zs from the 2SLAQ survey[69℄;
this proedure, and an inversion method used to deter-
mine the atual redshift distribution given the photo-z
distribution, are desribed in Padmanabhan et al. [55℄.
These methods were applied to determine the redshift
probability distribution Πi(z) for the LRGs used in this
sample. The redshift distributions so obtained are shown
in Fig. 8.
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FIG. 7: The galaxy power spetra for the four 2MASS and
two SDSS LRG samples, and the Q-model ts. The solid
lines show the range of multipoles used in the t, the dashed
lines are extrapolations. Note that at very small sales the
Q-model is not a good desription of the power spetrum.
The bias is determined by the same Q-model tting
proedure as we used for 2MASS. The maximum val-
ues of ℓ onsidered are 240 for the low-z slie and 400
for the high-z slie, whih orrespond to roughly k ≈
0.3hMp−1 at the typial redshifts of these samples. For
the duiual osmology, the low-z LRG slie gives a bias
of b = 1.97 ± 0.05 and Q = 21.7 ± 2.6; the high-z slie
gives b = 1.98± 0.03 and Q = 17.1± 1.5. In order to re-
due the possible impat of the nonlinear regime on our
results, we also did ts where the maximum value of ℓ
was redued by a fator of 2 or 4. The results are shown
in Table III and the bias estimates are seen to be onsis-
tent with eah other. In what follows we have used the
original (lmax = 240, 400) ts for the LRG bias, noting
that the remaining unertainty in b is small ompared
to the unertainty (hange in number of sigma detetion
is: 0.0043 (0.0388) for low-z LRG (high-z LRG)) result-
ing from statistial error in the ISW signal. However we
note that it is not lear how well the Q-model works for
LRGs at small sales, and we reommend more detailed
analysis before taking the very small statistial error in
b at fae value. The Q-model ts are shown in Fig. 7.
For the LRGs  unlike the 2MASS galaxies  eah of
the two photo-z slies overs a narrow redshift range and
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TABLE II: The bias of the 2MASS galaxies as determined using the Q-model parametrization. The seond olumn in eah
line shows the maximum value of ℓ used in the main ts (varying or onstant b). The rst t (varying b) uses Eq. (24) and
should be viewed as the main result. For this t we show the mean bias, i.e. 〈b〉 =
R
b(z)Π(z) dz, as this is easier to ompare
with other results than b⋆. The seond t (onstant b) has the bias xed to a onstant value. The third t (lmax = 24) has
a bias varying aording to Eq. (24) but the t is restrited to the region l < 25 in order to redue the eet of nonlinearities.
Note that the biases obtained from the varying-b ts are onsistent with eah other, while the onstant-bias t nds a lower
value of b by up to ∼ 6% depending on the sample.
K20 range lmax Varying b t Constant b t lmax = 24 t
〈b〉 Q b Q 〈b〉 Q
12.012.5 49 1.62 ± 0.08 12± 3 1.54± 0.08 12± 3 1.60 ± 0.13 12± 10
12.513.0 61 1.52 ± 0.07 17± 3 1.44± 0.06 17± 3 1.57 ± 0.13 9± 15
13.013.5 74 1.54 ± 0.05 14± 2 1.45± 0.05 14± 2 1.67 ± 0.12 −12± 16
13.514.0 99 1.65 ± 0.04 8± 1 1.55± 0.04 8± 1 1.74 ± 0.10 −32± 19
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FIG. 8: The redshift distributions of the two LRG samples.
The dashed lines show the probability distribution for the
photo-zs, where as the solid (deonvolved) lines show the
smoothed true redshift distribution based on the reonstru-
tion method of Padmanabhan et al. [55℄.
TABLE III: The LRG bias andQ-parameter determined using
several ranges of ℓ. The original value lorig is 240 for the low-
z slie and 400 for the high-z slie. The Q-values are reported
in units of h−2Mp2.
Value of Low-z slie High-z slie
lmax b Q b Q
lorig 1.97 ± 0.05 21.7 ± 2.6 1.98 ± 0.03 17.1 ± 1.5
lorig/2 2.03 ± 0.07 16± 8 1.96 ± 0.04 21± 5
lorig/4 1.99 ± 0.12 33± 45 2.00 ± 0.07 −12± 24
the threshold luminosity varies slowly aross that range,
so we expet the bias to not vary signiantly aross the
redshift range. This expetation has been onrmed in
previous angular lustering studies whih found ∼ 15%
variation from z = 0.2 to z = 0.6 [70℄, and also by our
own bias analysis whih nds no signiant dierene
between the two bins. Thus we onlude that for the
purposes of ISW work (where we have a ∼ 1.3(2.7) sigma
signal for low-z LRG (high-z LRG) orrelation), variation
of the LRG bias within an individual photo-z bin (0.20.4
or 0.40.6) an be negleted.
We alulate the possible ontribution from magni-
ation bias given the redshift distribution of the LRGs
and also an assumed osmology. We nd that the pos-
sible ontribution from magniation bias is 100 − 1000
times (depending on the sale) smaller than the atual
signal. Therefore magniation bias is not ontributing
signiantly to our signal.
C. SDSS quasars
The funtion fi(z) for the quasars is more unertain
than for the LRGs. This is in part due to the limited
spetrosopi overage available, but also the diulty
of onstruting quasar photo-zs and the lower lustering
amplitude, whih leads to noisier estimates of bias pa-
rameters. The basi proedure for obtaining fi(z) is thus
to nd a region of sky with as high spetrosopi om-
pleteness as possible while still retaining a large area; use
this to obtain a preliminary estimate Π(z); and then t
for the bias parameters using lustering data, of whih
several are needed if Π(z) is multimodal. The remain-
der of this setion desribes the details of the fi(z) de-
termination and what possible errors an be introdued
by spetrosopi inompleteness, stellar ontamination,
redshift-dependent bias, and osmi magniation.
In order to determine the redshift probability distri-
bution, we began by onstruting a set of ve retangles
that lie within the overage area of the SDSS, 2QZ [71℄,
6QZ [71℄, and 2SLAQ [72℄ surveys. These retangles lie
along the equator (the delination range is −01◦00′36′′
to +00◦35′24′′) and over the ve RA ranges 137143◦,
150168
◦
, 185193
◦
, 197214
◦
, and 218230
◦
. There is
a signiant amount of area with overage from all sur-
veys that is rejeted as it was found to have lower om-
pleteness in 2SLAQ beause there is less plate overlap.
Spetra in SDSS were required to have high ondene
(zConf> 0.95) [48℄ and those in 2QZ, 6QZ, and 2SLAQ
were required to be of high quality (quality== 11) [71℄.
Our overage retangles ontained a total of 1410 low-
redshift and 1269 high-redshift photo-z quasars; these
numbers are lower than the produt of the spetrosopi
overage area and the number density of photo-z quasars
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beause some parts of the latter atalogue were rejeted
by our stellar density uts. Of the low-redshift photo-z
quasars, we found that 257 (18%) had no spetrosopi
redshift determination or low quality ones, 58 (4%) were
identied as stars, and the remaining 1095 (78%) are ex-
tragalati. For the high-redshift sample these numbers
are 208 (16%), 13 (1%), and 1048 (83%) respetively.
From this data we onstrut a preliminary redshift proba-
bility distribution Πprelim(z) for eah of the photo-z slies
using a kernel density estimator,
Πprelim(z) =
1
Nex
Nex∑
k=1
1√
2π σ
e−(z−zk)
2/2σ2 , (25)
where Nex is the number of mathes to extragalati ob-
jets, zk is the redshift of the kth objet, and σ is the ker-
nel width. The estimator is onsistent in the limit that
the number of objetsNex →∞ and σ → 0 at xedNexσ.
In pratie, σ must be hosen to be small ompared to
the width of any real features in the redshift distribution
(otherwise these are artiially smoothed out), and large
enough to smooth out shot noise (and redshift-lustering
noise, if signiant). We have used σ = 0.04 (using
σ = 0.02 hanges the t bias by only 5%). This prelimi-
nary distribution is shown in the top panel of Fig. 9. The
redshift distributions in the two photo-z quasar slies are
multimodal due to the nature of the photo-z error dis-
tribution: the quasar spetra redward of Lyman-α are
usually haraterized by a roughly power-law ontinuum
with superposed emission lines. This means that quasar
olors osillate as emission lines redshift into and out
of the SDSS lters, resulting in an (approximately) self-
interseting lous in olor spae and many degeneraies
in the photo-z solution.
If the quasar bias were onstant and magniation
bias negligible, then we would have simply fi(z) =
cΠprelim(z), with the proportionality onstant c being the
produt of the bias and the probability for a photo-z
quasar to atually be extragalati. This onstant ould
then be determined by tting the amplitude of the quasar
autoorrelation funtion, as has been done in most past
ISW studies. However, in the real Universe quasars are
known to have an evolving bias, whih is potentially sig-
niant aross the redshift range onsidered, and at red-
shifts z ∼ O(1) lensing magniation an beome sig-
niant. The magniation an be alulated from the
slope α of the quasar ounts near the g = 21 magnitude
limit, whih gives α = 0.82 for the low-z sample and
α = 0.90 for the high-z sample. In priniple the ut on
the u-band magnitude error (σu < 0.5) ould have an ad-
ditional eet sine magniation will redue σu; however
this is not an issue for us sine at the g = 21 threshold,
for UVX objets we will have u < 22 where the typial
magnitude error is < 0.5 even aounting for extintion
(Au,max = 0.26). Sine for these samples α− 1 is small,
we ompute the magniation bias using Πprelim(z) in
plae of the true distribution Π(z). That is, we replae
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FIG. 9: (a) The preliminary quasar redshift distribution, on-
struted from the suessful mathes to spetrosopi data.
(b) The best-t f(z) for the two quasar samples as desribed
in the text for the WMAP osmology.
Eq. (21) with
fi(z) ≈ bi(z)Πi(z)
+
∫ ∞
z
W (z, z′)[α(z′)− 1]Πi, prelim(z′)dz′.(26)
This leaves only the problem of onstraining the prod-
ut bi(z)Πi(z) using the lustering data, i.e. the quasar
power spetrum and quasar-LRG ross-power. Unfor-
tunately the data is not apable of onstraining a full
model-independent distribution, so instead we write
bi(z)Πi(z)D(z) = A(z)Πi,prelim(z), (27)
where D(z) is the growth fator, and A(z) is a pieewise
onstant funtion of z. This is equivalent to assuming
that the lustering amplitude (divided by spetrosopi
ompleteness) of the quasars is onstant in redshift slies,
whih has been found to be a better approximation than
onstant bias in most quasar surveys [73℄. For ompari-
son, the empirial Model 3 of Ref. [74℄ predits b(z)D(z)
to hange by only 5% from z = 0.65 to 1.45, and by
13% from z = 1.45 to 2.00. For the more reent model,
Eq. (15) of Ref. [75℄, these numbers are 24% and 15%
respetively. At higher redshifts (z ≥ 3) there is a sharp
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inrease in b(z)D(z) [76℄ but UVX-seleted samples do
not ontain objets from this redshift range.
We onstrain A(z) in as many redshift slies as an be
onstrained using the data. In partiular sine the quasar
redshift distributions are multimodal, we would like to be
able to t a dierent lustering amplitude in eah peak.
The treatment of the two quasar samples is slightly dier-
ent due to the availability of dierent information in their
redshift ranges, so we now disuss their redshift distribu-
tions separately. In eah ase, the autopower spetra
were t to linear theory up to l = 160 (k = 0.1hMp−1
at z = 0.6) and the quasar-LRG ross-spetra were t up
to l = 140 (k = 0.1hMp−1 at z = 0.5).
1. Low-z sample: 0.65 < zphoto < 1.45
For the low-z quasar sample, we an only onstrain one
redshift slie. An examination of Fig. 9 shows that the
distribution is atually trimodal, with peaks at z = 0.32,
1.24, and 2.20. A t assuming a onstant A yields A =
1.36±0.10, with χ2/dof= 36.32/27 (p = 0.11). Almost all
of the weight for this omes from the entral (z = 1.24)
peak. We also ran two-slie ts to determine whether the
lustering data onstrain the amplitudes of the low- and
high-redshift peaks. The rst suh t is of the form
A(z) =
{
A1 z < 0.52
A2 z ≥ 0.52 , (28)
whih allows the low-redshift slie to vary (z = 0.52 is the
loal minimum of Πi,prelim). This t gives A1 = 4.74 ±
2.12 and A2 = 1.35 ± 0.10, with χ2/dof= 33.77/26. We
also tried a two-parameter t in whih the high-redshift
slie is allowed to vary:
A(z) =
{
A′1 z < 1.83
A′2 z ≥ 1.83 (29)
(the loal minimum of Πi,prelim between the main and
high-redshift peaks is at z = 1.83). This t gives
A′1 = 1.37
+0.09
−0.19 and A
′
2 = 0.0 ± 8.7 (1σ), with χ2/dof=
36.31/27. The errors on A′1 are highly asymmetri in this
ase beause the onstraint omes mainly from the quasar
autopower; A′1 and A
′
2 are then degenerate beause one
only knows the total power, not how muh omes from
eah redshift slie. The shape of the power spetrum
breaks this degeneray in priniple, however in pratie
it is far too noisy. The fat that the high-redshift slie
annot give negative power aounts for the hard upper
limit on A′1.
From this exerise we onlude that the lustering data
annot independently measure the bias in either the low-
or high-redshift peak. The reasons are dierent in eah
ase. The low-redshift peak ontained only 1.7% of the
spetrosopi identiations, and thus almost ertainly
ontains only a very small fration of our quasars. This
peak lies at the same redshift as the low-z SDSS LRGs,
and the quasar-LRG ross-orrelation is the major on-
straint on A1. Unfortunately this ross-orrelation is
drowned out by the enormous Poisson noise ontributed
by the quasars in the other two peaks, and is deteted
at only 2.2σ. On the other hand, the LRGs oversample
the osmi density eld on linear sales and over the
same region of sky as the quasars. One would thus ex-
pet that sine the LRG-quasar orrelation is only seen at
this low signiane, and the ISW eet from this redshift
range ontributes only a small fration of the power in
the CMB, the ontribution of the low-redshift peak to the
quasar-ISW orrelation would be statistially insigni-
ant. We nd that the predited peak of the quasar-ISW
l(l + 1)Cℓ/2π for only the low-redshift peak quasars is
lower than the entire sample (high-z QSO) by 0.015µK,
whih is signiantly smaller than the error on the ross
orrelation. This is run using a WMAP-3yr parameters.
The high-redshift peak ontains 10% of the quasars.
Its amplitude must be measured in autoorrelation due
to the lak of other samples at that redshift, whih is
a serious drawbak sine only 1% of quasar pairs ome
from the high-redshift peak. An alternative approah
to onstraining its amplitude would be ross-orrelation
against the spetrosopi quasar sample at 2.0 < z < 2.5,
but we did not pursue this approah here.
2. High-z sample: 1.45 < zphoto < 2.00
The high-z photometri quasar sample also has a tri-
modal distribution: there is one peak at z = 0.22, a
seond at z = 0.58, and a third at z = 1.80. In this
ase however, it is the highest-redshift peak that ontains
most of the objets, with the middle peak in seond plae
and only a few objets in the lowest-redshift peak. This
situation makes it both possible and neessary to t sep-
arate amplitudes for the peaks; in this ase we will nd
that two amplitudes an be onstrained, one for the two
low-redshift peaks and one for the main (high-redshift)
peak.
As a rst step, we attempt to t all three of the peaks
with separate amplitudes,
A(z) =


A1 z < 0.33
A2 0.33 ≤ z < 1.18
A3 z ≥ 1.18
. (30)
This leads to the results A1 = 8.2± 4.5, A2 = 1.34+0.68−0.78,
and A3 = 1.38
+0.06
−0.14 (1σ), with χ
2/dof= 23.58/25. The
large error bar on A1 indiates that this parameter an-
not be onstrained from the data, so we instead try a two-
slie t in whih we x A1 = A2. This t gives the tighter
onstraints A1 = A2 = 1.59± 0.61 and A3 = 1.35± 0.10,
with χ2/dof= 25.75/26, and it is what we use for the rest
of the paper.
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3. Redshift Distribution Summary
The quasar autopower spetra and quasar-LRG ross-
spetra, along with the model ts, are shown in Fig. 10.
For the QSO0 sample, there is exess power (∼ 3σ above
the predition) in the lowest-l bin, orresponding to a
∼ 2% RMS utuation in the number density on sales
of ∼ 30 degrees. The two most obvious soures of suh
power are stellar ontamination and photometri ali-
bration errors. Given that ∼ 5% of the photometri
quasars are atually stars [56℄ and that the relative
photometri alibration aross the sky in SDSS is esti-
mated to be ∼ 2% in the u band (the worst band, but
one very important for quasar work) [70℄, either of these
seems plausible. In any ase, these very low multipoles
were not used in tting the redshift distribution in either
auto- or ross-power.
It is essential to test the robustness of the quasar ts,
in partiular against the possibility of nonlinear luster-
ing aeting the range of multipoles used in the ts. The
rst way we do this is by repeating our analysis using the
nonlinear matter power spetrum of Smith et al. [62℄ in
plae of the linear power spetrum. In the analysis with
the nonlinear spetrum, the amplitude A for the low-z
quasar slie inreases by +0.02, and the amplitudes for
the z < 1.18 and z ≥ 1.18 parts of the high-z quasar slie
inrease by +0.08 and +0.02, respetively. If we restrit
our attention to the lowest multipoles l < 100 (instead of
utting at 140 or 160), these hanges are +0.02, −0.14,
and +0.03. In eah ase the hange is very small om-
pared with the error bars. Thus we do not believe that
nonlinear lustering is aeting our fQSO(z) estimates.
D. NVSS
The funtion f(z) for NVSS is the hardest to obtain
beause there are no spetrosopi samples of NVSS ob-
jets that have suiently high ompleteness to obtain
the redshift distribution. Past ISW analyses [15, 17℄ with
the NVSS have been based on the radio luminosity fun-
tion Φ(L, z) of Dunlop & Peaok [77℄, whih itself was t
to a ombination of soure ounts, redshifts for some of
the brightest soures, and the loal luminosity funtion.
A onstant bias was then assumed. The redshift distri-
bution so obtained is reasonable, however it has three
major drawbaks: (i) the redshift probability distribu-
tion Π(z) for the faint soures (whih make up most of
the sample) is onstrained only by the funtional form
used for the luminosity funtion and not by the data;
(ii) it does not give the redshift dependene of the bias,
whih ould be very important sine the redshift range
is broad, and the typial luminosity of the soures varies
with redshift; and (iii) the absolute bias b is onstrained
using the NVSS autopower spetrum, whih is known to
ontain power of instrumental origin and hene is prob-
ably a less reliable onstraint than the ross-orrelation
against other surveys. The alternative method to mea-
TABLE IV: Details of the ross-orrelation of NVSS with the
eight other samples. The seond and third olumns show
the fration of objets in eah of the samples that math to
the NVSS, i.e. n¯i,NVSS/n¯i. Results are presented for two
mathing radii, 40 and 20 arse. The nal two olumns show
the range of multipoles used in the ross-orrelation.
Sample n¯i,NVSS/n¯i Multipoles used
40′′ 20′′ lmin lmax
2MASS 12.0 < K20 < 12.5 0.1317 0.1302 10 14
2MASS 12.5 < K20 < 13.0 0.0802 0.0787 10 14
2MASS 13.0 < K20 < 13.5 0.0473 0.0455 10 24
2MASS 13.5 < K20 < 14.0 0.0292 0.0280 10 36
SDSS LRG low-z 0.0450 0.0425 10 87
SDSS LRG high-z 0.0263 0.0249 10 139
SDSS QSO low-z 0.0180 0.0192 10 239
SDSS QSO high-z 0.0189 0.0207 10 159
sure f(z) is by ross-orrelation against the other samples
whose redshift distributions are known. This method is
adopted here, sine it does not have any of the aforemen-
tioned problems. Its main drawbak is that the other
samples only probe the range out to z ∼ 2.6, and little
data is available to onstrain f(z) above that.
1. Proedure
In order to measure the eetive redshift distribution of
NVSS, we must rst obtain the ross-orrelation of NVSS
with eah of the eight other samples (the four 2MASS
samples, and two samples eah of LRGs and quasars).
This is done by using the same angular ross-spetrum
estimation method as was used for the ISW analysis, and
the ross-spetra are shown in Fig. 11. The main subtlety
that arises is that the ross-spetrum Cijℓ (where i and
j are LSS samples) an atually ontain Poisson noise if
there are objets that are in both samples. The Poisson
noise term is of the form
Cijℓ = C
ij
ℓ (LSS) +
n¯ij
n¯in¯j
, (31)
where n¯i is the number of soures per steradian in atalog
i, and n¯ij is the number of soures per steradian that
appear in both atalogs. In order to measure n¯ij we must
math the NVSS to eah of the other samples. Note that
the positional errors in NVSS are typially several ar
seonds, and onsequently there will always be some false
mathes. Therefore we estimate the fration of mathes
as
n¯i,NVSS
n¯i
=
Nmatch
Ni
− πθ2maxn¯NVSS, (32)
where Nmatch is the number of mathes within some ra-
dius θmax, and Ni is the number of soures in atalog i
in the NVSS mask. This was estimated for radii θmax of
40 and 20 arse, and the results are shown in Table IV.
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FIG. 10: The model ts to the power spetra of the quasars and their ross-orrelation with the LRGs. The low- and high-z
quasar slies are denoted QSO0 and QSO1 respetively, and a similar nomenlature is used for the LRGs. The model ts
using linear theory are shown with the solid lines over the range of multipoles used in the t. The dashed lines show the
extension of the model aross the remaining range of multipoles. Note that for the highest multipoles the linear theory is
expeted to break down.
We next omputed the ross-power spetra between
NVSS and eah of the other samples. These spetra
(after subtration of the Poisson term) are shown in
Fig. 11. The redshift distribution was then t to the
ross-power spetra. In this t the minimum multipole
used is lmin = 10 (below whih there is a large amount of
spurious power in the NVSS map) and the highest-l bin
used was determined by the formula lmax = kmaxDA,20,
where kmax = 0.1hMp
−1
is the smallest sale to be t
and DA,20 is the distane orresponding to the 20th per-
entile of the window funtion for that sample as de-
ned in Appendix A. We have t fNVSS(z) with a Γ-
distribution,
fNVSS(z) =
αα+1
zα+1⋆ Γ(α)
beffz
αe−αz/z⋆ . (33)
This funtion has three free parameters, beff , z⋆, and α.
Of these the normalization beff may be viewed as an ef-
fetive bias in the sense that
∫
fNVSS(z) dz = beff ; in the
absene of osmi magniation this would be the bias
averaged over the redshift distribution. The peak of the
distribution is at z⋆, and α ontrols the width of the dis-
tribution. The parameter t gives beff = 1.98, z⋆ = 0.79,
and α = 1.18.
2. High-redshift tail
The above analysis of the NVSS distribution involved
ross-orrelations against several samples at 0 < z < 2.
(The QSO0 sample has a small number of objets at
2.0 < z < 2.6, however they have no signiant impat
on the tting of the QSO0×NVSS ross-spetrum.) Thus
it leaves open the issue of whether there is a tail of ob-
jets at high redshift, z > 2. Sine f(z) is a produt of
bias times redshift probability distribution, it need not
be normalized 
∫
f(z) dz an have any value  so there
is no way to tell from the ross-orrelation analysis alone
whether a portion of the sample is missing. If we also
use the NVSS autopower spetrum then in priniple one
an determine whether an additional soure of angular
utuations is neessary. However the angular luster-
ing at xed angular sale l is muh stronger at low than
high redshift, and the NVSS autopower spetrum is of
low signal-to-noise ratio and possibly ontaminated by
systematis, so we have not hosen this strategy.
An alternative approah to the high-z tail is to diretly
math against optial/ NIR atalogs. One an then use
the mK − z relation or (if multiband imaging is avail-
able) photometri redshifts. There are always some ra-
dio soures without optial identiations, however this
method enables one to set an upper limit to the number
of NVSS soures that an be at high redshift. For our
analysis, we have mathed against the COSMOS eld,
whih has a modest solid angle (2 deg
2
), multiband imag-
ing allowing good photometri redshifts, and deep high-
resolution overage with the VLA. Area is required due
to the low density of NVSS soures (40 deg
−2
), and high-
resolution radio images are required to uniquely identify
an NVSS soure with an optial ounterpart due to the
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FIG. 11: The ross-spetra of NVSS with the other samples. The solid lines show the linear theory preditions in the region
used for the ts, and the dashed lines show the extension to higher or lower multipoles. Note that for the highest multipoles
linear theory is not valid.
large positional unertainty in the NVSS (∼ 7 arse for
faint soures) [58℄.
The COSMOS eld ontains 87 NVSS soures that
pass our uts. We began by mathing these to the
VLA-COSMOS observations, whih are muh deeper and
have typial positional unertainties of ∼ 0.2 arse [78℄.
Of the NVSS soures, 79 have a math within 30 ar-
se (we take the nearest soure in the event of multiple
mathes). The 79 VLA-COSMOS soures that math to
NVSS are then mathed to the optial atalog [79℄; there
are 64 suessful mathes within 1 arse. This repre-
sents 74% of the original NVSS atalog. It is of ourse
possible that there are some false mathes. By adding
up n¯πθ2 for eah NVSS soure, where n¯ is the density
of VLA-COSMOS soures and θ is the distane to the
nearest VLA-COSMOS soure (or 30 arse if the NVSS
soure had no math), we estimate that there are ∼ 5
false NVSS/VLA-COSMOS mathes. A similar argu-
ment suggests that∼ 0.5 false mathes of VLA-COSMOS
to the COSMOS optial/NIR atalog. Thus we expet
that 58.5 of the mathes are orret, orresponding to
67% of the initial NVSS atalog.
We show the photometri redshift distribution of the
mathes (aording to Mobasher et al. [80℄) in Fig. 12.
Our best-t fNVSS(z) (with the Γ distribution) has 24%
of the bias-weighted soure distribution at z > 2 and 8%
at z > 3; if the soure bias inreases with redshift, as
usually found for optial quasars, this number would be
lower. From Fig. 12 we see that only 2 out of 64 mathes
fall at z > 2, i.e. the high-redshift tail of the Γ distri-
bution an only exist in reality if (i) most of the 26% of
the soures with failed mathes to COSMOS optial/NIR
data are atually at z > 2, or (ii) the soures at z > 2
have a large bias. Both (i) and (ii) are physially plausi-
ble but we have no diret evidene for them.
The onservative solution in this ase is to onsider
two limiting ases for the redshift distribution of the
soures at z > 2. One ase, whih gives the minimal
lensing signal for all osmologies, and the minimal (max-
imal) ISW signal for ΛCDM (losed) osmologies, is to
set fNVSS = 0 at z > 2. In the opposite limiting ase, we
have assumed that all failed and inorret NVSS mathes,
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FIG. 12: The redshift histogram of NVSS soures mathed
to COSMOS using the Mobasher et al. [80℄ photometri red-
shifts. The dashed line is the t three-parameter fNVSS(z),
normalized to unity (i.e. the redshift distribution assuming
onstant bias and negligible eet from magniation).
and all soures with zphoto > 2 (i.e. a total of 35%) are
at z > 2, and have four times the lustering amplitude
measured for the optial quasars (QSO1 sample), e.g.
b(z) = 4× 1.35/D(z) (where D is the growth fator) for
the duial osmology; the shape of fNVSS(z) at z > 2
was left unhanged from the Γ-distribution t. In order
to understand the hange of ISW and CMB-lensing sig-
nals due to hanges of our assumption of the high-z end
of the redshift distribution of NVSS, we look at two dif-
ferent redshift distributions, one with nothing at z > 2
(minimal model) and the other with a maximal num-
ber of soures (assuming lustering strength 4 times of
the optial quasars and all the failed optial IDs are at
z > 2). We nd that the signals for both ISW (average:
7.8%) and CMB-Lensing hange by less than 10%, there-
fore, one won't expet the unidentied high-z tail of the
NVSS soures be a problem in our analysis.
3. Constraints, robustness, and alternatives
While the t parameters are formally determined by
the χ2, it is useful to graphially display the onstraints
in order to show what parts of the distribution are on-
strained by whih data. This we have done in Fig. 13.
For eah of the eight samples, we have plotted on the
vertial axis the onstant fNVSS value that provides the
best t to ross-orrelation with that sample and its 1σ
error bar. The horizontal position is determined by the
following proedure. We show in Appendix A that the
estimated onstant fˆNVSS is atually given by an integral
over some window funtion,
〈fˆNVSS〉 =
∫ ∞
0
W(z)fNVSS(z) dz, (34)
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FIG. 13: The onstraints on the NVSS redshift distribution
from the ross-orrelations with the other eight samples. The
horizontal error bars show the redshift window funtions as
desribed in the text. The dashed line shows the result of us-
ing the redshift distribution based on the Dunlop & Peaok
[77℄ luminosity funtion assuming onstant bias and neglet-
ing magniation, as has been done in most ISW studies.
where the window funtionW(z) integrates to unity. The
horizontal position of the data points in Fig. 13 is the
median of the window funtion, i.e. the redshift z where∫ z
0 W(z′) dz′ = 1/2. The error bars extend from the 20th
to the 80th perentile of the window funtion.
Finally we wish to ompare the redshift distribution
we have obtained to that used in previous ISW studies.
The previous results were based on the radio luminos-
ity funtion of Dunlop & Peaok [77℄. In eah ase, it
appears that the authors used the luminosity funtion
and k-orretion based on the spetral index to infer the
redshift distribution, assumed onstant bias and negligi-
ble magniation, and determined the one free parame-
ter (the bias) by tting to the autopower spetrum. If
we do this using the duial WMAP osmology and our
autopower spetrum we nd b = 1.7, and the funtion
fNVSS(z) = bΠ(z) obtained is shown as the dashed line
in Fig. 13. This urve, while roughly onsistent with the
NVSS-quasar and NVSS-LRG orrelations, badly over-
predits the NVSS-2MASS orrelation. Note that the
problem annot be xed by hanging the single bias pa-
rameter: if b were redued by a fator of ∼ 3 to t the
2MASS data, then the LRG and quasar data would be
disrepant.
There are several possible explanations for this:
1. The shape of fNVSS(z) is being modied by magni-
ation bias.
2. The extrapolation of the luminosity funtion to
faint soures at high redshift by Dunlop & Peaok
is in error.
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3. It is possible that the Dunlop & Peaok redshift
distribution aurately desribes the NVSS soures,
but the bias inreases with redshift so as to produe
the shape seen in Fig. 13.
4. The ut imposed by us (and by other ISW groups)
that requires NVSS soures to be unresolved is se-
leting against nearby objets, and hene pulling
down the low-z part of the fNVSS(z) urve.
Of these, possibility number 1 is easy to rule out. Ap-
pliation of Eq. (21) implies that fNVSS(z) has a max-
imum hange due to magniation bias of 0.09|α − 1|
(z = 0.55), and a smaller hange at lower redshift
(0.03|α − 1| at z = 0.1), where α = −d logN/d logF
is the soure ount slope. The NVSS point soure ounts
suggest a slope of 0.99 between 2.5 and 5.0 mJy, and 0.95
between 5 and 10 mJy, whih suggests that the eet of
magniation bias on ∆fNVSS(z) is at most of order 0.01.
In order to aommodate the disrepany of ∆fNVSS(z)
between our result and the Dunlop & Peaok distribu-
tion of ∼ 0.6 at z < 0.1, we would need an absurd slope,
α ≈ −20.
Distinguishing among the remaining three possibilities
is harder. We believe possibility number 2 is unlikely
beause the disrepany between Dunlop & Peaok and
our work ours at low redshift where their luminosity
funtion should be most reliable: this regime is on-
strained by the loal soure ounts rather than by extrap-
olation. Redshift-dependent bias (possibility number 3)
exists for most samples of objets and there is no rea-
son to expet it to be absent for NVSS. However, based
on the Dunlop & Peaok dN/dz and our fNVSS(z), the
bias would have to hange from ∼ 0.4 at z = 0.1 to ∼ 2
at z = 0.5. Suh a large variation, ombined with the
unusually low value of the bias at z = 0.1, suggests that
this is not the full explanation. The nal possibility (4)
is the removal of extended soures. This is hard to as-
sess beause of the low density of extended NVSS soures
above our ux ut (∼ 8 deg−2). Of the 20 suh soures
in the COSMOS eld, 19 math to VLA-COSMOS and
13 of these mathes are found in the COSMOS opti-
al/NIR atalog. It is worth noting that 8 of these (62%)
have zphoto < 0.5, versus 30/64 (30%) for the unresolved
NVSS soures. This appears to go in the right diretion,
however it is diult to make quantitative statements
about whether the extended soures atually resolve the
disrepant redshift distributions beause of the unknown
(but probably large, espeially for the low-z part of the
distribution) sampling variane error bars.
In summary, while the full explanation for the dier-
ene between our fNVSS(z) and that of Dunlop & Pea-
ok remains unknown, it seems likely (based on proess
of elimination) that a ombination of redshift-dependent
bias and our rejetion of the unresolved NVSS soures
plays a role. Magniation bias is ruled out as the ex-
planation, and the disrepany ours in a regime where
the extrapolations used in Dunlop & Peaok probably
do not matter.
VI. SYSTEMATICS
We investigate various systemati eets in our orre-
lations utilizing a spei multipole range. We hoose
these multipole bins based on two riteria. First, they
should not be aeted by non-linearities. Seond, they
should not be aeted by any of the systemati eets
in a signiant way. We therefore only utilize the mul-
tipoles orresponding to k ≤ 0.05hMp−1 and we also
disard the rst ℓ-bin for all samples sine it is aeted
by the galati foreground ontamination. The spei
l-bins that are utilized are tabulated in Table V.
A. Dust Extintion
Sine it is possible that inorret dust extintion sys-
tematially adds signals to our ISW ross orrelation,
we ross orrelate the reddening maps [33℄ in the same
manner as we ross orrelate eah of our sample to the
osmi mirowave bakground. If there is a systemati
eet ontributed via dust extintion, it will show up as
a orrelation, we an then estimate the eet and orret
it from our traer-mb orrelation.
In order to the verify that dust extintion does not
aet our results, we onstruted a vetor f of the esti-
mated spurious ross-spetra ∆CgTℓ . The spurious ross-
spetra were omputed by taking the ross-power spe-
trum of the CMB with the reddening map and multiply-
ing by an estimate of dδg/dE(B − V ). Note that f has
an entry for eah ℓ-bin for eah sample, so it has a total
length of 42. We then ompute the quantity (the deriva-
tion of this quantity and its relevane to understand on-
tamination from extintion is detailed in Appendix C):
Eext = f
TC−1f . (35)
Here C is the total 42×42 ovariane matrix that is gen-
erated using looking at the ovarianes of the orrelation
with eah traer sample and the Monte-Carloed CMB
temperature map (the MC1 proedure in the terminol-
ogy of Cabré et al. [81℄; see Se. VII B 2 for details).
Here
√
Eext is the maximum number of sigmas at
whih the eets of dust extintion ould be deteted if
we knew all osmologial and redshift distributions per-
fetly; if Eext ≪ 1 then the dust extintion annot have
any statistially signiant eet on any quantity derived
from the ross-power spetrum, inluding osmologial
parameter estimates. We estimate that dδg/dE(B − V )
= −0.1 (all 2MASS samples). For the SDSS samples we
did a Poisson-weighted t to the LRG and quasar over-
densities versus E(B − V ) (see Fig. 2); this gives −0.76
(low-z LRGs), −0.18 (high-z LRGs), −1.06 (low-z QSOs),
and −0.26 (high-z QSOs). (The Poisson error bars are all
within 2σ of zero so there is no evidene that any of these
derivatives is nonzero.) We ignore extintion for NVSS
sine it is at radio frequenies. This gives
√
Eext = 0.23,
so the dust extintion is not having a signiant eet.
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B. Galati foregrounds
To test whether galati foreground ontamination is
important in our analysis, we ross orrelate the tem-
plates of Galati emission with the traer overdensity
maps. The galati foregrounds that must be onsidered
in produing a template at higher frequenies are free-
free and thermal dust emission; at lower frequenies an
additional omponent is present whose physial origin re-
mains unertain but whih may inlude hard synhrotron
emission [3℄ or spinning or magneti dust [82, 83℄. We
have used Model 8 of Shlegel et al. [33℄, Finkbeiner et al.
[84℄ for thermal dust and the Hα line radiation template
of Finkbeiner [83℄ resaled using the onversions of Ben-
nett et al. [3℄ for free-free radiation (see [67℄ for further
details). We then onstrut these maps in the same way
as in WMAP temperature maps. Cross orrelations be-
tween these templates with eah of the traer overdensity
maps are then performed.
To understand the foreground ontamination to our
result we ompute as above
Efg = f
T
fgC
−1ffg (36)
where ffg is the vetor of ross-power spetra of the LSS
and foreground maps, and C is the Monte Carlo ovari-
ane matrix. Calulating the
√
Efg we nd that the low
multipoles of some of the low redshift samples orrelates
with the galati foreground. We investigate this further
and realize that there is inidentally a low redshift lus-
ter at low latitude, thus orrelating with the foreground
map. We therefore restrit our l-range that ontributes
to our signal by leaving out the rst multipole bins for
all sample. For the remainder we get
√
Efg = 0.66.
C. Thermal SZ eet
The thermal Sunyaev-Zeldovih (tSZ) eet has a rel-
atively weak frequeny dependene ompared to the
Galati foregrounds, so we onstrain it from theoreti-
al models. We look at the tSZ signal using the halo
model, separating the eet of the tSZ signal into 1-halo
term and 2-halo terms.
The 1-halo term stands for the situation when the ux
added towards the CMB map via tSZ eet omes from
the same halo as the one that hosts the galaxies that we
are orrelating them with. The theoretial predition for
the 1-halo term is:
CtSZℓ (1h) =
∑
N
∫
dF
NF
n¯g
n2D(N,F ) (37)
where N is the number of galaxies in that halo, F is the
ux from the halo, n¯g is the average number of galaxies,
n2D(N,F ) is the number of halos with N galaxies and
ux between F and F + dF . We then turn Eq. (37) into
integrals over halo mass and omoving distane:
CtSZℓ (1h) =
∫
dχ
r2
∫
dM
M
ρ0
φ(M)
N(M)
n¯g
F (M,χ), (38)
where φ(M) is the fration of the mass in haloes between
M and M + dM , N(M) is the mean number of galaxies
in a halo of mass M , and F is the ux from a halo of
mass M at omoving distane χ.
The 2-halo term stands for situation when the ux
(from tSZ) omes from a dierent halo whih hosts galax-
ies that ross-orrelate with the ux. It is
CtSZℓ (2h) =
∑
N
∫
dF
NF
n¯g
n2D(N)n2D(F )Cℓ(N ;F ),
(39)
where n2D(N) is the number of halos with N galaxies
per steradian, n2D(F ) is the number of halos with ux
between F and F + dF per steradian and Cℓ(N ;F ) is
the ross-power spetrum between halos with N galax-
ies and those with ux F . We then turn the Eq. (39)
into integrals over the mass funtions and osmologial
distanes:
CtSZℓ (2h) =
∫
dχ
r2
∫
dM
M
ρ0
φ(M)b(M)
×f(χ)Plin(k)F (M,χ), (40)
where Plin(k) is the 3-D linear matter power spetrum.
Now, what is left for us to do is to gure out what the
ux F is for tSZ eet. One should note that this method
is not limited to the tSZ eet predition, but any kind of
orrelations between galaxy number overdensity and ux
of any kind assoiated with the halos. For tSZ eet, the
ux is
F = 2τ¯ ′TCMB
fICM
fb
kBTe(M)
mec2
, (41)
where τ¯ ′ is the mean Thomson optial depth per unit
omoving distane, TCMB is the observed averaged CMB
temperature, fICM is the baryon fration in the intralus-
ter medium, fb is the osmi baryon fration, kB is the
Boltzmann oeient, Te(M) is the average temperature
of eletrons inside halos of mass M, me is the mass of
eletrons, c is the speed of light.
In order to assess the eet of tSZ on the ISW orre-
lation, we alulate the CtSZℓ (1h) and C
tSZ
ℓ (2h) with a
high σ8 (0.92) in order to give a onservative estimate.
We must also estimate N(M). For the 2MASS samples,
we use N(M) of the satellites and the onditional lumi-
nosity funtion from [85℄ while assuming that there is 1
BCG per luster. This is a onservative estimate as some
of the BCGs may fall out of the ux limit. For the LRGs,
we use N(M) from [86℄ for our alulation without mod-
iation, as we use the same galaxy sample. The quasars
and NVSS are both examples of ative galati nulei,
and are generally found in haloes of some mass range
with a small probability [i.e. 〈N〉(M) < 1℄ usually inter-
preted as the duty yle. For these ases, we rst obtain
the redshift distribution (dN/dz) and bias. For NVSS,
we assume that bias ∝ 1/D(a) where D(a) is the growth
fator of sale fator a, as there is no better available
information (our determination of f(z) is not apable of
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separately distinguishing the bias from the redshift distri-
bution). From the bias, we onstrain the minimum halo
mass that will host a QSO or NVSS objet, and then ob-
tain the duty yle based on dN/dz. Duty yles annot
exeed unity, so we ap fduty at 1 and above this use
dN/dz to get minimum halo mass. Then, N(M) = fduty
if M >Mmin and 0 otherwise.
We assess the level of ontaminations by alulating
EtSZ = C
tSZ
ℓ (1h+ 2h)C
−1CtSZℓ (1h+ 2h), (42)
whih is the tSZ analogue to Eq. (35). We nd that√
EtSZ = 0.109 using the ℓ-bins that are tabulated in
Table V and thus thermal SZ eet is not a signiant
ontamination for the ISW eet.
We present our results for the tSZ ontamination for
the l-bins that we use in our analysis the osmologial
parameter estimation in Table V.
D. Point soure ontamination
Point soure ontamination is one of the main onerns
that we have for analysis for ross orrelation of CMB
with large sale struture, as point soures add to the
CMB, while they are probably orrelated with the traers
of large sale matter density eld. Therefore, we estimate
the ontamination from the point soures by estimating
Cpsℓ (ν) by looking at the dierenes of ross orrelation
of the traer samples with dierent frequeny maps of
WMAP. We estimate Cpsℓ at 61 GHz (V band):
Cpsℓ (V ) =
Cℓ(Ka)− Cℓ(V )
rKaν
−2
Ka − rV ν−2V
(rV ν
−2
V ). (43)
where rX is the ratio of thermodynami temperature to
the antenna temperature of band X and we assume that
T (ν) is proportional to ν−2. We assess the level of on-
taminations by alulating (similarly as above mentioned
foreground analysis):
Eps = C
ps
ℓ (ν)C
−1Cpsℓ (ν) (44)
We nd that
√
Eps = 0.495 using the ℓ-bins that are
tabulated in Table V and thus point soures is not a sig-
niant ontamination for the ISW eet. Note that this
inludes some eet from Galati foregrounds (whih
probably dominate the low ℓ's), sine any foreground ef-
fets that have frequeny dependene will show up in
Cpsℓ (V ). In partiular one would be double-ounting the
Galati foreground if one added Eps and Efg.
We present the point soures ontamination for ℓ-bins
we use for our analysis in the last olumn of Table V.
TABLE V: The tSZ and point soure ontamination for eah
of the samples we used in the analysis. For tSZ the 1 halo
and 2 halo terms are shown separately and ombined.
Sample ℓ [l(l + 1)/2π]CgTℓ (µK)
tSZ 1h tSZ 2h tSZ 1+2h pt sr
2MASS0 6 −0.0085 −0.0458 −0.0543 −0.4056
2MASS1 6 −0.0048 −0.0324 −0.0372 −0.0743
2MASS1 11 −0.0151 −0.0574 −0.0725 0.0070
2MASS2 6 −0.0027 −0.0241 −0.0268 −0.0875
2MASS2 11 −0.0086 −0.0458 −0.0544 0.0216
2MASS3 6 −0.0016 −0.0182 −0.0198 −0.1717
2MASS3 11 −0.0050 −0.0375 −0.0425 0.0089
LRG0 18 −0.0045 −0.0196 −0.0241 0.0020
LRG0 31 −0.0132 −0.0394 −0.0526 0.0261
LRG0 43 −0.0251 −0.0574 −0.0826 0.0123
LRG1 18 −0.0017 −0.0064 −0.0081 0.0018
LRG1 31 −0.0049 −0.0173 −0.0222 −0.0379
LRG1 43 −0.0094 −0.0269 −0.0363 0.0109
LRG1 56 −0.0159 −0.0361 −0.0520 −0.0028
LRG1 68 −0.0240 −0.0460 −0.0700 −0.0332
QSO0 18 −0.0003 −0.0012 −0.0015 −0.0039
QSO0 31 −0.0010 −0.0036 −0.0046 0.0058
QSO0 43 −0.0018 −0.0067 −0.0085 −0.0254
QSO0 56 −0.0031 −0.0102 −0.0133 0.0097
QSO0 68 −0.0047 −0.0135 −0.0182 −0.0509
QSO0 81 −0.0064 −0.0164 −0.0228 0.0660
QSO0 94 −0.0086 −0.0193 −0.0279 0.0169
QSO0 110 −0.0118 −0.0230 −0.0347 0.0626
QSO0 130 −0.0164 −0.0278 −0.0442 0.1854
QSO1 18 −0.0006 −0.0010 −0.0017 0.0000
QSO1 31 −0.0018 −0.0027 −0.0045 −0.0169
QSO1 43 −0.0035 −0.0046 −0.0081 −0.0131
QSO1 56 −0.0058 −0.0068 −0.0126 0.0030
QSO1 68 −0.0088 −0.0091 −0.0179 −0.0073
QSO1 81 −0.0121 −0.0112 −0.0233 0.0332
QSO1 94 −0.0163 −0.0134 −0.0297 0.0627
QSO1 110 −0.0223 −0.0158 −0.0381 0.0801
QSO1 130 −0.0311 −0.0184 −0.0494 0.0794
QSO1 150 −0.0413 −0.0207 −0.0620 0.0924
QSO1 170 −0.0530 −0.0232 −0.0763 0.0223
NVSS 6 −0.0001 −0.0007 −0.0008 −0.0398
NVSS 11 −0.0003 −0.0020 −0.0023 −0.0124
NVSS 20 −0.0010 −0.0050 −0.0059 −0.0111
NVSS 31 −0.0023 −0.0091 −0.0113 0.0014
NVSS 43 −0.0043 −0.0135 −0.0178 0.0103
NVSS 56 −0.0073 −0.0179 −0.0252 0.0025
NVSS 68 −0.0107 −0.0217 −0.0324 −0.0141
VII. COSMOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS
A. Signiane of ISW detetion after rejeting
ontaminating bins
After investigating all the listed systematis and tak-
ing into aount of the non-linearities, we deide to only
take the ℓ-bins as are listed in Table V. The high-ℓ
bins are ut o due to the non-linearities; we ut o
all the bins that at the median redshift for the du-
ial osmology orrespond to k ≥ 0.05hMp−1 using
k = (ℓ + 1/2)/r. This is a more onservative ut than
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the usual k = 0.1hMp−1 but it must be remembered
that in linear theory the ISW eet is sensitive to the
derivative of D(a)/a whih ontains a anellation from
the growth of struture in the numerator and the sale
fator in the denominator. Therefore nonlinear eets
ould be larger than one naively expets. We ut o the
rst ℓ-bin for all samples as these are most aeted by
Galati foregrounds.
We alulate the signiane of eah of the sample by
the standard method. First, we ompute the amplitude
of the signal (Appendix C, in our ase, duial model is
based on the WMAP 3-year parameters):
A =
Cdataℓ ·C−1Ctheoryℓ
Ctheoryℓ ·C−1Ctheoryℓ
, (45)
where Ctheoryℓ is the vetor of predited ross-power spe-
tra for the duial osmology, Cdataℓ is the vetor of ob-
served ross-spetra, and C−1 is the inverse-ovariane
matrix. We obtain C−1 by Monte Carlo simulation as
desribed in the next setion.
The error is similarly omputed with:
σ =
1√
Ctheoryℓ ·C−1Ctheoryℓ
, (46)
and the signiane in sigmas is obtained by the usual
alulation, A/σ. The result is shown in Table VI.
In Fig. 14 we plot the amplitude (A) and its error using
ovariane matries and sher matries from the orre-
lation of the traer sample with WMAP V-band, om-
puted with angular and redshift weighting optimized for
WMAP3 model, together with theoretial preditions for
three osmologial models (open, losed and at) to il-
lustrate the onstraining power on ΩK from ISW eet.
Flat model is WMAP3 model and by denition its the-
oretial predition is A = 1 (see Eq. 45). The other
two models were hosen to lie along the WMAP degen-
eray urve (whih essentially keeps xed Ωmh
2
, Ωbh
2
and θ, dened to be 100 times the ratio of the sound
horizon to the angular diameter distane to reombina-
tion), although this does not imply they are neessarily
good ts to the WMAP data: the ISW signal in the
CMB power spetrum itself an break the degeneray
between the parameters that keep the angular diameter
xed, but beause ISW is a subdominant ontribution to
primary CMB even on the largest sales its power to dis-
riminate among models is limited. We an see that the
predited amplitude of ISW signal for ΛCDM is positive
(using the standard sign onvention) beause at late time
when osmologial onstant beomes important growth
of struture is dereasing in time relative to Einstein-
de Sitter (EdS) model and the assoiated gravitational
potential, onstant at high redshift when the Universe is
eetively EdS, begins to deay. The deay is larger if we
derease Ωm (for whih we need to go to a slightly open
universe to preserve angular diameter distane), whih in
turn inreases ISW. On the other hand, a losed universe
with Ωm > 1 aelerates the growth of struture relative
to EdS, so potential is growing and this model predits
ISW signal with opposite sign. While the sign is essen-
tially determined by the growth rate, its amplitude and
sale dependene depend on other osmologial parame-
ters as well and vary as a funtion of redshift, as shown
in Fig. 14.
As an be seen from Fig. 14 and Table VI we have a
detetion of ISW signal in a number of data sets. Most
onvining are SDSS LRG1 and NVSS, both at about
3σ, followed by LRG0, QSO1 and 2MASS3 at 1.21.5σ
evidene. Remaining data sets have signiane below
1σ, although only one among them has negative signal,
opposite to ΛCDM model preditions. The overall sig-
niane of detetion with ΛCDM weighting is 3.7σ. We
emphasize that while we use optimal weighting of data
to maximize the signal by downweighting the sales and
redshifts where we do not expet the signal, this depends
somewhat on the assumed model, so the signiane of
detetion an be somewhat aeted by this. For exam-
ple, we ould instead of ΛCDM have used a model that
predits an upward feature at l = 30 that only ours at
redshift around 0.5, therefore taking advantage of the 3
sigma exess power seen in LRG1 at that sale (Fig 4).
Using this model would give high weight to that feature
and would lead to a higher signiane of the overall de-
tetion. Of ourse suh aposteriori proedure is not really
waranted, but it does highlight the diulty of ompar-
ing the signiane of detetion among dierent analyses,
whih may have used dierent priors. This problem is
exaerbated if ross-orrelation funtion analysis is used,
as in most of the previous work, beause in that ase a
narrow feature in Fourier spae would spread out to a
broader feature in orrelation funtion.
While we nd a 3.7σ detetion we also note that the
observed ISW signal exeeds the preditions of WMAP3
ΛCDM model by about 2σ, sine the t gives A =
2.23 ± 0.60 relative to model predition A = 1. The
disrepany is redued if we hange osmologial param-
eters somewhat and this is explored further in the next
subsetion using MCMC analysis.
To show that our results are onsistent throughout dif-
ferent bands in WMAP, thus there is no signiant on-
tamination from frequeny dependent systematis, we
show the amplitude of ISW signal and assoiate one
sigma error relative to the WMAP3 model for eah of
the sample for all of the WMAP bands (exept K band)
in Table VII. The dierenes in frequeny A(Q)-A(V)
and A(W)-A(V) are all < 0.25σ and most are < 0.15σ,
and there is no onsistent sign. This reassures us that the
frequeny-dependent foregrounds are subdominant to the
statistial errors in these higher-frequeny bands. The
omparison with Ka band, i.e. A(Ka)-A(V), is worse
espeially for 2MASS0 (the dierene is < 0.5σ for the
other samples), probably due to Galati emission.
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FIG. 14: The ISW amplitude (A) and errorbars σ(A) for all
samples plotted along the redshifts ompared with preditions
of WMAP-3 year parameters. The tting and errors for this
gure used the Fisher matries from the orrelation of the
traer samples with the various WMAP maps. We also show
the expeted amplitude for 3 model Universes along the an-
gular diameter distane degeneray urve. We alulate the
expeted amplitude by substituting our observed orrelations
with predited orrelations for eah of the model Universe
and proeed in the same manner as desribed in Eq.45. The
three model Universes are: ΛCDM model with the WMAP-3
year parameters (open triangle with dotted line); losed Uni-
verse (open pentagons with short dashed line) Ωb=0.215, Ωm
= 1.25, ΩK = −0.29, h = 0.32, σ8 = 0.61; and Open Universe
(open squares with long dashed line) Ωb=0.015, Ωm = 0.089,
ΩK = 0.03, h = 1.20, σ8 = 0.73. Note that the redshift distri-
bution is very broad for NVSS, giving rise to the jump in the
open model predition, even though the eetive redshift of
the sample is nearly the same as for low redshift QSO sample.
TABLE VI: Amplitude of ISW signal and the assoiate one
sigma error relative to WMAP3 model and signiane of
detetion for eah of the sample and when we ombine all
samples. These are alulated using the ovariane matrix
that are derived from the orrelations with the Monte Carlo
CMB maps (as desribed in Eq 47.The overall signal is 2 sigma
higher than WMAP3 model predition.
Sample Amplitude (A± σ) # sigmas
2MASS0 −2.01± 11.41 −0.18
2MASS1 +3.44 ± 4.47 0.77
2MASS2 +2.86 ± 2.87 1.00
2MASS3 +2.44 ± 1.73 1.41
LRG0 +1.82 ± 1.46 1.25
LRG1 +2.79 ± 1.14 2.46
QSO0 +0.26 ± 1.69 0.16
QSO1 +2.59 ± 1.87 1.38
NVSS +2.92 ± 1.02 2.86
All Samples +2.23 ± 0.60 3.69
B. MCMC methodology and Likelihood funtion
1. MCMC methodology
A major goal of this paper is to provide a full like-
lihood funtion with whih osmologial models an be
ompared to eah other. Here we desribe the details
of the likelihood funtion onstrution and apply it to
some simple osmologial model parametrizations. Our
goal is not to give an exhaustive parameter estimation
analysis, but just to provide some harateristi exam-
ples of possible appliations. We inlude both ISW anal-
ysis of this paper and the lensing analysis of Paper II.
However, the latter eet has small statistial signi-
ane and does not ontribute signiantly to the like-
lihood analysis. We deided to test the following os-
mologial models: at ΛCDM model (Ωmh
2
, Ωbh
2
, θ,
τ , ns, As), ΛCDM + ΩK (not assuming atness), at
ΛCDM + w (assuming atness, but allowing dark en-
ergy to evolve). Here Ωm is the matter density, Ωb is the
baryon density in units of ritial density, ΩK = −K/H20
is the urvature K expressed in terms of ritial den-
sity, h = H0/100km/s/Mpc is the Hubble parameter, θ
is 100 times the ratio of sound horizon to angular di-
ameter distane at reombination, τ reionization optial
depth and ns and As are the slope and amplitude (at
k = 0.05/Mpc) of primordial power spetrum. We also
ret for the bias with the redshift distributions for eah
of the dataset used for eah of the osmologial parame-
ter sets whih we alulate the χ2 for. There is a detailed
desription of the determination of bias and redshift dis-
tribution in Setion V. We limit our searh to models
with salar utuations only with no running of spetral
index, no tensors, and no neutrino masses. We assume
at priors on all of the parameters dened above. The
priors we use are shown at Table VIII. In addition we im-
pose 40km/s/Mpc < H0 < 100km/s/Mpc and that age
of the Universe has to be at least 10 Gyr and at most 20
Gyr. These priors are applied to all the hains that we
show in the paper (inluding those with WMAP alone).
In most ases the intervals are suiently broad that
the boundaries do not matter, with exeption of WMAP
only ase with urvature or dark energy, where we apply
additional prior with H0 > 40km/s/Mpc. We searh the
parameter spae using COSMOMC [87℄ with likelihood
funtion fromWMAP 3 year analysis [68℄. We disuss the
Integrated Sahs Wolfe likelihood funtion in the follow-
ing setion, and leave the disussion of the Weak Lensing
of CMB likelihood funtion to Paper II. We test the on-
vergene of our Markov hains following Dunkley et al.
[88℄.
2. Integrated Sahs Wolfe likelihood funtion
This setion desribes the ISW likelihood funtion. We
utilize the amplitude from the galaxy-temperature ross-
spetrum CgTℓ from ross orrelating the CMB sky (V-
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TABLE VII: Amplitude of ISW signal and the assoiated 1σ error relative to WMAP3 model for eah of the sample for the
WMAP bands (i.e. Ka, Q, V, W). The tting and errors for this table used the Fisher matries from the orrelation of the
traer samples with the various WMAP maps.
Sample Amplitude A
Ka Q V W
2MASS0 −9.04 ± 8.21 −3.54 ± 8.19 −2.01 ± 8.11 −3.38± 7.79
2MASS1 1.80 ± 3.97 2.73 ± 3.94 2.17 ± 3.93 1.64 ± 3.86
2MASS2 2.16 ± 2.66 2.95 ± 2.65 2.42 ± 2.63 2.04 ± 2.61
2MASS3 1.74 ± 1.72 2.56 ± 1.72 2.58 ± 1.72 2.39 ± 1.69
LRG0 2.00 ± 1.44 2.05 ± 1.44 1.86 ± 1.45 1.92 ± 1.46
LRG1 2.67 ± 1.04 2.59 ± 1.04 2.85 ± 1.05 2.92 ± 1.06
QSO0 0.62 ± 1.90 0.39 ± 1.92 0.61 ± 1.89 0.63 ± 1.94
QSO1 2.41 ± 1.90 2.17 ± 1.92 2.36 ± 1.90 1.93 ± 1.90
NVSS 2.56 ± 1.01 2.80 ± 1.01 3.04 ± 1.02 2.88 ± 1.02
TABLE VIII: The priors applied to the 3 dierent hains.
Note that all priors are at.
Parameter minimum maximum
for all models, 6 parameters
Ωbh
2 0.005 0.1
Ωch
2 0.01 0.99
θ 0.5 10
τ 0.01 0.8
ns 0.5 1.5
loge(10
10As) 2.7 4.0
for ΛCDM + ΩK only
ΩK −0.3 0.3
for ΛCDM + w only
w −2.1 −0.1
band) with the following samples: 2MASS (0-3), SDSS-
LRG (low-z and high-z), SDSS-QSO (low-z and high-z),
NVSS. When we onstrut the likelihood funtion, we
need three items: (i) the data, whih is CgTℓ for eah of
the sample for eah ℓ-bin (ii) the theoretial predition;
and (iii) the ovariane matrix of the {CgTℓ }.
The data vetor onsists of the measured CgTℓ in eah
ℓ-bin and for eah LSS sample used. After our uts there
are 42 suh bins remaining, when ombining all samples,
thus the data vetor has length 42.
We alulate this ovariane matrix by rst generating
1000 simulated CMB skies of WMAP resolution and then
ross-orrelate eah of the samples with these simulated
CMB sky. We all these CgTsim,µℓ . We then alulate
the ovariane among the samples by rst alulating the
〈CgTsim,µℓ 〉 by averaging over all the orrelations with all
the simulated maps, then we nd:
[C]µν = 〈(CgT,µℓ − 〈CgTsim,µℓ 〉)
×(CgT,νℓ − 〈CgTsim,νℓ 〉)〉. (47)
Note that this is a 42× 42 ovariane matrix, and that it
is not blok-diagonal in the LSS samples beause there is
some overlap in sample volume. The Monte Carlo proe-
dure, by onsidering many realizations of the CMB but
the atual realization of the galaxies, inludes the implied
orrelations between dierent LSS samples.
The issue of how to onstrut error bars on estimates
of the galaxy-temperature ross-spetrum CgTℓ , or its
real-spae equivalent wgT (θ), has been a ontentious is-
sue ever sine the rst laimed ISW detetions were an-
nouned. The methods used have ranged from Gaussian
error estimates based entirely on the theoretial galaxy
and CMB spetra, to jak-knife methods that are based
entirely on the data. Among the intermediate options are
the Monte Carlo approah used here (MC1 in the termi-
nology of Cabré et al. [81℄) in whih the real galaxy eld
is ross-orrelated against many random realizations of
the CMB.
If we knew the CMB and galaxy power spetra per-
fetly from theory or observation, we would like to use
analyti Gaussian error estimates for CgTℓ or do Monte
Carlo simulations of random CMB and galaxy elds.
Unfortunately, the galaxy maps, partiularly QSO0 and
NVSS, are subjet to spurious power at large angular
sales for whih we have no good theory, and for whih
we annot measure the power spetrum aurately due
to sampling variane. However we do know the theoreti-
al CMB power spetrum so we an implement MC1. It
would also have been possible (but omputationally ex-
pensive) to implement a jak-knife; we hose not to do
so beause of onerns that at low multipoles the jak-
knife regions would not be independent [14℄ although we
note that the Cabré et al. simulations [81℄ suggest that
at least in some ases this is not a signiant problem.
The MC1 method is however subjet to two biases that
ould understimate the errors: a orrelation bias due
to neglet of the galaxy-temperature orrelation when
determining the error bars, and a realization bias due
to the fat that only one realization of the galaxy eld is
used. These biases are disussed in Appendix B, where
we nd them to be negligible.
We onstrut the likelihood funtion as the following:
χ2 = [xµ(obs)−〈xµ〉(p)][C−1]µν [xν(obs)−〈xν 〉(p)], (48)
where xµ is simply CgTℓ ; the index µ enodes both the
ℓ-bin and the sample used. We denote by xµ(obs) the
observed orrelations CgTℓ , and 〈xν〉(p) denotes the mean
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FIG. 15: The predited ISW signal for the low-z LRGs (above)
and high-z QSOs (below) sample for sample open, losed, and
at ΛCDM models. Parameters are the same as in Fig. 14.
value predited for osmologial parameters p. Note that
the vetor xµ is of length 42 and that all LSS samples
are inluded in a single χ2; we do not add the χ2 val-
ues of dierent samples separately sine they are orre-
lated and suh an addition would be invalid. Among
the three omponents of the likelihood funtion, only the
predited CgTℓ needs to be re-alulated for eah osmo-
logial model.
C. Parameter ts
We investigate the following osmologial models: (i)
ΛCDM model (Ωbh
2
, Ωch
2
, θ, τ , ns, As); (ii) ΛCDM
model + ΩK ; and (iii) ΛCDM model + w. Note that θ
is the ratio of the sound horizon to the angular diame-
ter distane, while As is the the primordial superhorizon
power in the urvature perturbation on 0.05/Mpc sale.
The numerial results are shown in Table X for both the
full likelihood (CMB+ISW+WL) and CMB alone. We
also looked at the eet of WL (or ISW) separately in
onstraining osmologial parameters by analyzing a os-
mologial model (ΛCDM + ΩK) using only CMB+ISW
(without lensing). We nd the onstraints to be similar to
the full ase (CMB+ISW+WL), but with slightly larger
errorbars (see table IX). Note that for the CMB-only
model inluding ΩK , the Markov hain ran up against
the H0 > 40 km/s/Mp boundary, thus artiially tight-
ening the onstraints; this did not our for the full
CMB+ISW+WL hains.
For the ΛCDM model, the ombined onstraints from
WMAP+ISW+WL is only slightly improved over using
WMAP alone, but does lead to a derease in Ωm as ex-
peted, beause this is the diretion of inrease in ISW,
whih is needed given that we nd the measured ISW
exeeds WMAP3 predition. The eet is smaller than
expeted beause moving along the WMAP degeneray
line in the diretion of derease in Ωm also requires an
inrease in h and derease in σ8, both of whih redue
ISW (see also Fig. 15).
For ΛCDM + ΩK model, we improve signiantly over
what using CMB alone an do. In Fig. 16 we om-
pare 1-D distributions of the ΩΛ and Ωm when we use
WMAP+ISW+WL versus using WMAP alone. The
ISW eet, as disussed above, an onstrain the hange
of gravitational potential of the Universe as it depends
linearly on the hange of growth fator of the potential
(D(a)/a). For example, in the losed Universe model we
plotted in Fig 15, D(a)/a inreases as redshift dereases,
while in the other two models, D(a)/a would derease
as redshift dereases. As ∂φ/∂η has a dierent sign for
the losed Universe model on WMAP degeneray urve
as ompared to the open and the at universe model on
the same urve, the sign of the ISW eet hanges too.
In Fig. 15 we plot the predited ISW signal using the
low-redshift LRG and the high-redshift quasar distribu-
tion for 3 dierent Universes along the WMAP degener-
ay urve. As expeted losed model diers drastially
from open and at models. We also see that for LRG
there is not muh dierene between at and open mod-
els even though the latter has Ωm = 0.088 ompared to
Ωm = 0.24, but the inrease in ISW indued by D(a)/a
is ompensated by the redution aused by other param-
eters suh as h and σ8. The dierenes between the two
are more signiant for the high-z quasar redshift distri-
bution. ISW eet breaks the WMAP degneraies be-
tween ΩK and ΩΛ (or Ωm). In Fig. 17 we show the 2-D
ontour plots of this set of parameters to demonstrate
how our analysis improves the onstraints on these pa-
rameters.
Finally, we look at the ΛCDM + w model where we
look for better onstraints on dark energy equation of
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FIG. 16: ΛCDM + ΩK model: the 1-D distributions of ΩΛ
and Ωm. The solid (dashed) line represents onstraints from
using WMAP+ISW+WL (WMAP alone).
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FIG. 17: ΛCDM + ΩK model: the 1-D distribution of ΩK
and the 2-D distribution of ΩΛ and ΩK (68% and 95% on-
dene ontours shown). The solid (dot-dashed) line represents
onstraints from using WMAP+ISW+WL (WMAP alone).
TABLE IX: Comparing the onstraints for several parameters
with and without Weak Lensing of CMB in ΛCDM + ΩK
osmologial model. The limits shown are mean and standard
deviation for eah of the parameter.
Parameter Limits (CMB+ISW+WL) Limits (CMB+ISW)
ΩK −0.068 ± 0.019 −0.0073 ± 0.020
ΩΛ 0.746 ± 0.059 0.745 ± 0.065
Ωm 0.261 ± 0.075 0.263 ± 0.083
w
Ω
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FIG. 18: ΛCDM + w model: the 2-D distribution of
ΩΛ and w (68% and 95% ondene ontours shown).
The solid (dashed) line represents onstraints from using
WMAP+ISW+WL (WMAP alone).
state (w). The onstraint on w is modestly improved,
sine the dark energy equation of state hanges the
growth fator along the WMAP degeneray urve, thus
the evolution of the gravitational potential. We also see
that there is a tilt of ΩΛ towards lower value when we
ombine WMAP with ISW and WL eets. We also plot
the 2-D ontours for the ΩΛ and w in Fig 18.
As mentioned above, WMAP 3-year model predits
ISW amplitude that is about two sigma below our on-
straints and this is also the ase for the best t ΛCDM
model (whih is almost the same as WMAP 3-year).
Adding urvature or dark energy equation of state does
not redue this disrepany either and in both ases these
two parameters are not needed to improve the t. While
reduing matter density goes in the desired diretion of
inreasing ISW in ross-orrelations, suh models also in-
rease the CMB power at large sales through the ISW
auto-orrelation power, whih is in disagreement with the
low power observed on large sales in WMAP. For exam-
ple, we nd that there are models with Ωm = 0.18 whih
improve the χ2 t to ISW data by 13 relative to the best
t ΛCDM + ΩK model, but at the same time make the
WMAP χ2 t worse by 15. There is thus some mild
tension between low power in WMAP at low l and the
high ISW power we measure, but it is a tension that an-
not be removed by simple extensions of parameter spae
explored here. As this is only a two sigma eet there
is a onsiderable probability that it is just a statistial
utuation.
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TABLE X: The perentiles of the posterior distribution (2.5%, 16%, 50%, 84% and 97.5%) on osmologial parameter for eah
model with the CMB only (C) and also inluding the ISW and weak lensing likelihood funtions (I). H0 is in kms
−1
Mp
−1
.
For a Gaussian distribution these perentiles orrespond approximately to −2σ, −1σ, entral, +1σ, and +2σ values. Note that
for the 7-parameter hains with CMB only there are signiant prior eets in the CMB degeneray diretion.
Parameter C(2.5%) C(16%) C(50%) C(84%) C(97.5%) I(2.5%) I(16%) I(50%) I(84%) I(97.5%)
ΛCDM, 6 parameters
Ωbh
2
0.0208 0.0214 0.0222 0.0229 0.0236 0.0208 0.0215 0.0222 0.0229 0.0236
Ωch
2
0.0901 0.0976 0.105 0.113 0.121 0.0901 0.0970 0.104 0.111 0.119
τ 0.0312 0.0612 0.0911 0.121 0.151 0.0359 0.0662 0.0956 0.125 0.154
ns 0.929 0.943 0.959 0.976 0.993 0.929 0.944 0.960 0.977 0.994
ΩΛ 0.684 0.724 0.760 0.793 0.822 0.698 0.734 0.766 0.796 0.822
Ωm 0.178 0.207 0.240 0.276 0.316 0.178 0.204 0.234 0.266 0.302
σ8 0.670 0.717 0.767 0.816 0.863 0.671 0.715 0.763 0.810 0.855
H0 67.0 69.9 72.9 76.3 79.7 67.9 70.6 73.5 76.6 79.8
ΛCDM + ΩK , 7 parameters
Ωbh
2
0.0203 0.0211 0.0218 0.0226 0.0233 0.0206 0.0213 0.0221 0.0229 0.0236
Ωch
2
0.0916 0.0990 0.107 0.115 0.123 0.0900 0.0968 0.104 0.112 0.120
τ 0.0269 0.0546 0.0836 0.113 0.142 0.0330 0.0637 0.0934 0.123 0.152
ΩK -0.147 -0.115 -0.0499 -0.00574 0.0150 -0.0515 -0.0235 -0.00395 0.0103 0.0201
ns 0.917 0.932 0.948 0.966 0.984 0.925 0.941 0.958 0.976 0.993
ΩΛ 0.332 0.437 0.606 0.745 0.821 0.610 0.691 0.754 0.802 0.837
Ωm 0.166 0.262 0.445 0.678 0.804 0.148 0.190 0.250 0.330 0.436
σ8 0.648 0.690 0.738 0.788 0.839 0.663 0.709 0.758 0.807 0.857
H0 40.5 43.6 53.8 69.5 86.6 54.0 62.1 71.0 81.3 92.0
ΛCDM + w, 7 parameters
Ωbh
2
0.0208 0.0215 0.0222 0.0231 0.0239 0.0207 0.0214 0.0222 0.0230 0.237
Ωch
2
0.0900 0.0981 0.106 0.114 0.122 0.0906 0.0975 0.105 0.112 0.120
τ 0.0294 0.0600 0.0894 0.119 0.149 0.0347 0.0647 0.0940 0.123 0.153
w -1.731 -1.457 -1.031 -0.573 -0.240 -1.646 -1.401 -1.006 -0.704 -0.425
ns 0.927 0.943 0.960 0.981 1.010 0.928 0.943 0.960 0.978 0.998
ΩΛ 0.457 0.617 0.764 0.844 0.870 0.546 0.672 0.778 0.845 0.871
Ωm 0.130 0.156 0.235 0.383 0.543 0.128 0.155 0.220 0.328 0.454
σ8 0.437 0.613 0.776 0.919 1.032 0.540 0.659 0.781 0.898 1.00
H0 47.8 57.9 73.8 90.7 98.5 53.2 62.4 75.6 90.2 98.2
VIII. DISCUSSION
The main goal of this paper is to perform a full anal-
ysis of the integrated Sahs-Wolfe eet using the ross-
orrelations between WMAP CMB maps and maps of
large sale struture. In ontrast to previous work on
this subjet we plae less emphasis on establishing a de-
tetion of ISW and more emphasis on developing a tool
with whih osmologial models an be ompared to the
data in a lose to optimal fashion. For this reason we
only selet the data sets that an be reliably used to-
wards this goal, as disussed in more detail below. The
redshift range of the datasets we use is between 0 and
2.5. We use optimal weighting of the data both in angu-
lar spae and in redshift spae to extrat the maximum
amount of information, taking into aount properly the
orrelations between them. Our nal produt is the like-
lihood funtion with whih dierent osmologial models
an be ompared to eah other.
As the ISW eet is both a probe of osmologi-
al parameters and a onsisteny test of the standard
ΛCDM osmology, there have been signiant previous
eorts made to detet it. A number of dierent analy-
sis methods have been used and the WMAP data have
been ross-orrelated with several samples. These in-
lude the 2MASS XSC; several SDSS samples inluding
magnitude-limited galaxy samples, LRGs, and quasars;
the NVSS; and the HEAO hard X-ray map. Most of
these samples (or samples with similar spatial overage
and redshift range) are inluded in the present work, but
not all. Here we ompare our analysis with the previous
work and omment on the reasons for our hoie of data
sets.
1. Near-infrared galaxies (2MASS). The 2MASS
galaxies are useful for ISW due to high sky ov-
erage and the ability to see loser to the Galati
plane in the near-IR than in the optial. However
they an only probe the lowest redshifts (z < 0.2).
Afshordi et al. [14℄ and Rassat et al. [25℄ have mea-
sured the ISW signal using the 2MASS sample and
we deliberately ut our 2MASS sample into bright-
ness bins suh as theirs so that we an ompare
the results. We nd that our measured signal from
2MASS is very similar. We do however derive os-
mologial onstraints using a Markov hain (whih
ts all the osmologial parameters instead of just
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ΩΛ) from these samples. We also take into aount
(albeit in a rude way) the redshift dependene of
the bias resulting from seeing all nearby galaxies
but only the brightest and most biased galaxies at
z ≥ 0.1.
2. Optial galaxies (SDSS, APM). Wide-angle multi-
olor galaxy surveys suh as SDSS open almost lim-
itless possibilities for onstruting galaxy samples,
and many of these samples have been used in pre-
vious ISW work. Most work so far has been on
either ux-limited samples [12, 20℄, whih have a
broad redshift distribution, or photometri LRGs
[12, 13, 18, 20℄, whih an be seen to larger dis-
tanes and for whih it is easier to onstrut re-
liable photo-z uts. In SDSS, photometri LRG
samples oversample the linear density eld in the
redshift range 0.2 < z < 0.6 and the lower redshifts
are overed by 2MASS, so the ux-limited galaxy
samples would be redundant in terms of volume
for our study; we therefore did not inlude them.
Our LRG samples over the largest solid angle to
date of any SDSS ISW analysis (6641 deg
2
) and
for the purposes of osmologial analysis are split
into two photo-z slies. Fosalba & Gaztañaga [16℄
have also used galaxies from the Automated Plate
Measuring (APM) survey [89℄, whih adds ∼ 4300
deg
2
in the Southern Hemisphere inaessible to
SDSS. Their APM sample has a typial redshift
z¯ ≈ 0.15 and thus would add some information be-
yond the most distant of our 2MASS samples. Con-
sidering that APM area is only 16% of 2MASS and
that it only marginally extends the redshift range
we have not used APM in our analysis. However
adding a deeper galaxy survey in the South, om-
parable to or deeper than SDSS, would be valu-
able for improving ISW onstraints. Overall sig-
nal to noise from SDSS LRG galaxies is about 3σ,
most of whih omes from the higher redshift sam-
ple around z ∼ 0.5.
3. Optial quasars (SDSS). Photometrially seleted
quasars an probe large-sale struture at muh
higher redshifts than normal galaxies beause
they are bright enough to be seen in wide-angle
surveys (suh as SDSS) even at z ∼ 2. The only
ISW analysis with quasars so far has been that
of Giannantonio et al. [21℄, who ross-orrelated
WMAP with a sample of photometri quasars from
the SDSS. Our analysis uses similar seletion ri-
teria, but we have used photo-z uts to eliminate
most of the lower-redshift objets, and used a om-
bination of spetrosopi data and angular luster-
ing to onstrain b ∗ dN/dz taking into aount the
multimodal nature of the photo-z failures. We also
slie our quasars into two photo-z bins. Despite
these improvements we nd that the signiane is
only 1.3σ (1.24σ for the high redshift sample with
z > 1), and we therefore do not onrm that the
2.1σ signal seen in [21℄ omes from z > 1.
4. Radio soures (NVSS). There have been several
past WMAP×NVSS ISW analyses [15, 17, 23, 24℄,
taking advantage of the high redshift (ompared
to most optial samples) and wide sky overage of
the NVSS. We have used the angular power spe-
trum whereas the previous works have used orre-
lation funtions or wavelet oeients. However,
the most important dierene between our analy-
sis and the previous result is that we t b ∗ dN/dz
from ross-orrelations rather than using the Dun-
lop & Peaok model [77℄ for the redshift distribu-
tion and assuming onstant bias. This is important
as we nd the t b∗dN/dz looks very dierent (see
Fig. 13). All of these studies, inluding ours, have
found positive ross orrelations at the ∼ 3σ level.
However, the interpretation of this result depends
sensitively on one's ability to measure b ∗ dN/dz
and this is where we believe our analysis is an im-
provement upon previous eorts.
5. Hard X-ray bakground (HEAO). Boughn & Crit-
tenden [15℄ have used the HEAO hard X-ray map
[90℄ for ISW ross-orrelation. The bakground is
due mainly to unresolved (by HEAO) ative gala-
ti nulei and hene traes large sale struture
at redshifts of order unity. This, ombined with
the all-sky nature of HEAO, is beneial for ISW
projets. However, we deided not to add in HEAO
sample to our analysis for several reasons. First
is the diulty in understanding the b(z) ∗ dN/dz
of the sample (we use the general notation dN/dz
here even though for unresolved X-ray ux it would
be more aurate to write dF/dz). Only ∼ 75% of
the bakground is resolved by Chandra into soures
with measured redshifts [91, 92℄, and we have little
guidane on where to plae the other 25%. Even
if we knew dN/dz perfetly, this does not tell us
b ∗ dN/dz: the modeled dN/dz spans the range
0 < z < 3 and it is unlikely that the bias would
be even approximately onstant over this range.
An alternative is to t for their bias and redshift
distributions up to high z using a ross-orrelation
method similar to that done for NVSS in Se. V.
Unfortunately HEAO has FWHM of ∼ 2◦ and does
not resolve individual soures, so we would have to
t the data to the model without small-sale in-
formation, whih loses signal-to-noise on the ross-
orrelation very rapidly. A seondary reason is that
there is onsiderable overlap between HEAO and
NVSS, so it is likely that the two trae partly the
same struture, and thus the improvement in ISW
onstraint is not as large as adding two indepen-
dent data sets. We note that it may make sense
to inlude the hard X-ray maps in parameter esti-
mation in the future if a robust determination of
b ∗ dN/dz beomes available.
In summary, we believe we used most of the available
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large sale struture data useful for ISW analysis. This
not only updates previous work on ISW eet [11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25℄, but is
also the rst one that attempts to do the tomography of
ISW, in the sense of enompassing a wide redshift range
via our mass traers going from the loal Universe to
z ∼ 2.5, while reduing the amount of overlap in area and
redshift as muh as possible. We have argued that many
of the previous measurements have a onsiderable overlap
in redshift and area, whih means that they annot be
ombined independently and that the eetive redshift of
the sample is not neessarily the redshift from where most
of the ISW signal is oming from. Our analysis, while
attempting to minimize the overlap in the rst plae,
takes the residual orrelations into aount expliitly via
the onstrution of the full ovariane matrix. We note
that Giannantonio et al. [95℄ are also pursuing an ISW
tomography analysis, with somewhat dierent hoies of
LSS samples and ross-orrelation methodologies.
We spend a signiant fration of our analysis obtain-
ing the orret redshift distributions for all of the sam-
ples. To be more aurate, it is the b ∗ dN/dz that we
onstrain for all samples. The signature of ISW eet is
highly aeted by the redshift distribution of the traer,
and thus one would need to have an aurate idea of what
the redshift distribution is in order to interpret the orre-
lation. Apart from employing spetrosopi datasets that
overlap in magnitude range and sky overage, we orre-
late the traer samples with one another so as to obtain
the b ∗ dN/dz for some of the samples. This is mainly
possible beause LRGs have relatively good photometri
redshifts and so we orrelate the LRGs with other over-
lapping datasets to determine what are the b ∗ dN/dz
at the redshift range that LRGs over. In addition, we
aount for redshift-dependent bias in 2MASS and for
the multimodal error distributions for the quasars. We
also made the rst determination of b ∗ dN/dz for NVSS
sample whih is not based simply on a theoretial model
tting the luminosity funtion.
Correlations of mass traers with the CMB sky an be
aused not only by the ISW eet, but also by other os-
mologial eet suh as thermal SZ, Galati foregrounds
and extintion, and extragalati point soures. We pro-
vide an estimate for all these eets and only inlude
the sales deemed reliable, where the ontamination is
subdominant or negligible.
We report a detetion of 3.7σ of the ISW eet om-
bining 2MASS, SDSS, and NVSS with WMAP data. We
make a joint analysis of all samples by onstruting a reli-
able ovariane matrix inluding ross-orrelations of dif-
ferent samples, whih is needed for osmologial param-
eter tting. We ombine our ISW orrelation funtions
with weak lensing of the CMB (Paper II) to derive osmo-
logial onstraints on three dierent osmologial models:
(i) the vanilla ΛCDM model, (ii) ΛCDM+ΩK , and (iii)
ΛCDM+w. We nd a slight improvement of our mea-
surement of w in model (iii) over the measurement made
by CMB alone: w = −1.01+0.30−0.40 instead of −1.03+0.46−0.43.
The onstraining power of our analysis is however most
prominent in determining that urvature of the Universe:
for CMB+ISW+WL we nd ΩK = −0.004+0.014−0.020 instead
of −0.050+0.044−0.065 for CMB alone. These onstraints are
not as tight as that obtained by some other methods,
suh as ombining the CMB with baryoni osillations
or with supernovae [68, 93, 94℄, but it is subjet to very
dierent systematis. It is thus reassuring that all of
them are onsistent with eah other. Even more impor-
tantly, there are other models where ISW an be ru-
ial in distinguishing them from standard ΛCDM, suh
as f(R) models in whih the growth of struture is not
xed by the bakground geometry [26℄. Some of these
models may already be inonsistent with our ISW signal;
we plan to present suh onstraints in a future paper.
These onstraints should improve further in the future
with deeper galaxy surveys that should reah the osmi
variane limit out to z ∼ 1 − 2, and future CMB data
that enables lower-noise lensing reonstrution.
Finally, we would like to note that we plan to release
a pakage for alulating ISW likelihood funtion given
the datasets and osmologial parameters. This will be
desribed further in the doumentation for the pakage.
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APPENDIX A: NVSS REDSHIFT WINDOW
FUNCTIONS
In Se. VD3, we t a onstant fNVSS to the ross-
spetra of NVSS and the other LSS samples. We argued
that this proedure gave an estimator fˆNVSS whose ex-
petation value was given by Eq. (34). The purpose of
this appendix is to prove this equation and onstrut the
funtional form W(z).
We begin by noting that we have measured ross-
spetra Ci,NVSSℓ and their ovariane matrix Σ
i
ll′ . The
theoretial ross-spetrum is on the other hand simply
the Limber result,
Ci,NVSSℓ (th) =
∫ ∞
0
fNVSS(z)fi(z)
×P
(
k =
ℓ+ 1/2
r
)
dz
[r(z)]2H(z)
≡
∫ ∞
0
fNVSS(z)κ
i
ℓ(z) dz, (A1)
where r(z) is the omoving angular diameter distane
and κiℓ(z) is dened by the equivalene in the seond
line. The χ2 tting proedure for the onstant fNVSS is
to minimize
χ2 =
∑
ℓℓ′
[Σi−1]ℓℓ′(Cˆ
i,NVSS
ℓ − fNVSSKiℓ)
×(Cˆi,NVSSℓ′ − fNVSSKiℓℓ′), (A2)
where Kℓ =
∫∞
0
κiℓ(z) dz and Cˆ
i,NVSS
ℓ are the measured
ross-spetra. The minimum value of χ2 is obtained for
fˆNVSS =
∑
ℓℓ′ [Σ
i−1]ℓℓ′Cˆ
i,NVSS
ℓ K
i
ℓ′∑
ℓℓ′ [Σ
i−1]ℓℓ′KiℓK
i
ℓ′
. (A3)
Sine the Cˆi,NVSSl have expetation value given by
Eq. (A1), we have
〈fˆNVSS〉 =
∑
ℓℓ′ [Σ
i−1]ℓℓ′K
i
ℓ′
∫∞
0
fNVSS(z)κ
i
ℓ(z) dz∑
ℓℓ′ [Σ
i−1]ℓℓ′KiℓK
i
ℓ′
.
(A4)
This proves Eq. (34) and shows that the window funtion
is
W(z) =
∑
ℓℓ′ [Σ
i−1]ℓℓ′K
i
ℓ′κ
i
ℓ(z)∑
ℓℓ′ [Σ
i−1]ℓℓ′KiℓK
i
ℓ′
. (A5)
APPENDIX B: ERROR BARS ON GALAXY-CMB
CORRELATIONS
The purpose of this appendix is to disuss our hoie
of the Monte Carlo (MC1) estimator for the error bars
on the CgTℓ estimator, and then give a rude estimate
for the possible biases that are indued by its use. As
mentioned in the main text there are two biases: the
orrelation bias (beause the galaxies and CMB are or-
related and MC1 does not take this into aount) and
a realization bias (sine we have only one realization of
the galaxies). The orrelation bias is deterministi in the
sense that the error bar is always underestimated in ev-
ery l-bin. The realization bias is more subtle: if CgTℓ = 0,
then the MC1 estimator returns an unbiased estimate of
σ2(CgTℓ ). However the ℓ-bins where the error is under-
estimated are weighted more heavily than those where it
is overestimated, resulting in a nal error bar on osmo-
logial parameters that is biased low.
We onsider eah of these issues separately in a toy
model. The toy model has the following assumptions:
1. We are omputing ross-spetra CgTℓ in M ℓ-bins
(all these ross-spetra x1...xN ).
2. The galaxies and CMB temperature are Gaussian
random elds. (We are at linear sales where large
sale struture is Gaussian; the systematis may
not be.)
3. In the ith ℓ-bin, there are Ni galaxy modes, and
all of the CMB modes in this region are observed.
(This is true exept that NVSS goes slightly loser
to the Galati plane than WMAP.) We ignore
mode oupling at the boundaries, i.e. eah mode is
asribed to a single ℓ-bin.
4. We are tting the ross-orrelation data to some
parameter, say an amplitude A of some template
ti. More generally, when the ISW eet is essen-
tially onstraining one diretion in parameter spae
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with all others onstrained by the CMB alone (the
ase with ΛCDM+ΩK and ΛCDM+w models here)
the template would be dxi/dp where p parameter-
izes the CMB-degenerate diretion. The t is done
using the Monte Carlo ovariane matrix.
5. The objetive is to determine what is the ratio of
the true error bar on A to that derived from the
tting proedure.
Within these assumptions, we evaluate the orrelation
bias R1 and realization bias R2, whih we dene to be
the ratio of true to estimated variane. We nd, us-
ing orrelation oeients and numbers of modes for the
worst-ase bins, that R1 ≈ 1.02 and 〈R2〉 = 1.11. This
orresponds to ∼ 6% underestimation of the error bars
in the worst ase, whih is negligible.
1. Correlation bias
We will introdue the notation C˜ggℓ = C
gg
ℓ +n¯
−1
for the
galaxy power spetrum inluding Poisson noise, and for a
matrix Cov we will write Cov
−1
ij to mean the ij element of
Cov
−1
rather than the reiproal of Covij . (In the ases
onsidered in this appendix the ovariane matries are
diagonal so this distintion will not matter.) We will
also use the shorthand CgTi for the galaxy-temperature
ross-spetrum in the ith bin.
The estimator for the ross orrelation is
xi ≡ CˆgTℓi =
1
Ni
∑
α
gαTα, (B1)
where α = 1...Ni is a mode index.
The true unertainty in Gaussian theory, using inde-
pendene of modes, is
Covij ≡ Cov(xi, xj) = δij
Ni
[C˜ggi C
TT
i + (C
gT
i )
2]. (B2)
However the MC1 proedure gives
Ĉovij =
1
NiNj
∑
α,β
gαgβ〈TαTβ〉MonteCarlo, (B3)
where the α modes are in bin i, the beta modes are in
bin j, and g is the atual realization of the galaxies. Sim-
plifying with CMB ovariane matrix gives
Ĉovij =
δij
N2i
∑
α
g2αC
TT
i . (B4)
Note that this is diagonal, even though we have only
Monte-Carloed one of the data sets.
In the presene of a nonzero ross-orrelation, the MC1
ovariane matrix is biased:
R1 ≡ Covij
Ĉovij
= 1 + ρ2i , (B5)
where the orrelation oeient is
ρi =
CgTi√
C˜ggi C
TT
i
. (B6)
For the duial osmology and the bins that we used,
the maximum predited orrelation oeient is 0.067
(LRG1, ℓ = 18). This would suggest an underestimate of
the error bar by a fator of R1 = 1.0044. For some osmo-
logial models, suh as those with lower Ωm or higher σ8,
the orrelation oeient ould be larger. Indeed there is
some evidene for this: we observe an overall ISW ampli-
tude of 2.2± 0.6 times the predition. If we multiply the
orrelation oeient ρ by 2.2 then the underestimate of
the error bar grows to R1 = 1.02; even this is negligible.
2. Realization bias
Having taken into aount the orrelation bias, we now
onsider the ase where the ross-orrelation oeient
is small (ρ ≪ 1). In this ase, the ovariane matrix of
the CgTℓ that we obtain from the CMB Monte Carlos is
unbiased. The realization bias omes from the fat that
we invert the ovariane matrix, and unbiased Cov does
not imply unbiased Cov
−1.
The true ovariane matrix of the estimator Eq. (B1)
for xi is
Covij = Cov(xi, xj) =
δij
Ni
C˜ggi C
TT
i , (B7)
where C˜ggi and C
TT
i are the true (ensemble-averaged)
galaxy and CMB power spetra, inluding Poisson noise
for the galaxies. The estimated ovariane matrix is in-
stead given by Eq. (B4). Now dene the number
yi ≡ Ĉovii
Covii
, (B8)
whih is the ratio of the estimated to true variane in a
given bin. This simplies to
yi =
∑
α g
2
α
C˜ggi Ni
, (B9)
i.e. it is a χ2 distribution with Ni degrees of freedom,
divided by the number of degrees of freedom. In parti-
ular 〈yi〉 = 1: the ovariane matrix is unbiased, but we
have from χ2 distribution theory 〈y−1i 〉 = (1 − 2/N)−1
and 〈y−2i 〉 = (1 − 2/N)−1(1− 4/N)−1.
However what we really want to ompare are the true
and estimated errors on the parameter A. The estimate
Aˆ of the amplitude A is
Aˆ =
Ĉov
−1
ij tixj
Ĉov
−1
ij titj
. (B10)
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Its estimated variane is
V̂ar(Aˆ) =
1
Ĉov
−1
ij titj
. (B11)
Its true variane is
Var(Aˆ) =
thĈov
−1
hi CovijĈov
−1
jk tk(
Ĉov
−1
ij titj
)2 . (B12)
(Note that xi and Ĉovij are unorrelated beause the
probability distribution is symmetri in Tα → −Tα, un-
der whih xi hanges sign but Ĉovij does not.) The ratio
is
R2 ≡ Var(Aˆ)
V̂ar(Aˆ)
=
thĈov
−1
hi CovijĈov
−1
jk tk
Ĉov
−1
ij titj
. (B13)
Using the denition of yi and diagonality of the matries
Cov and Ĉov,
R2 =
∑
i t
2
iCov
−1
ii y
−2
i∑
i t
2
iCov
−1
ii y
−1
i
. (B14)
We now onsider two limiting ases. If we have a single
ℓ-bin, then the ratio is R = y−11 and
〈R2〉 = 1
1− 2/Ni . (B15)
If we have many ℓ-bins ontributing then the sums go to
their mean values and we get
〈R2〉 = 1
1− 4/Ni , (B16)
if there were the same number of modes in eah ℓ-bin.
This is larger than Eq. (B15) beause with only a single
bin there is then no possibility for the amplitude estima-
tor to re-weight the bins to take advantage of the ones
with smaller estimated variane.
The number of modes per bin is, in the limit of negli-
gible mode oupling,
Ni = [(ℓmax + 1)
2 − ℓ2min]fsky. (B17)
This is 40 for the lowest-ℓ 2MASS bin that we use in pa-
rameter ts, 77 for the lowest-ℓ LRGs, 70 for the quasars,
and 40 for NVSS. To be pessimisti, if we take Eq. (B16)
for all these ases the worst number we get is 〈R2〉 = 1.11,
whih means that in this pessimisti ase we have under-
estimated the error bar (σ) on the ross-orrelation by
5%. In reality muh of the onstraint omes from higher-
ℓ bins where Ni is greater, so this should be taken as an
upper limit.
APPENDIX C: SIGNAL TO NOISE ESTIMATE
AND UPPER LIMIT ON FOREGROUND
CONTAMINATION
To assess the statistial signal to noise we look at or-
relation between the galaxy overdensity and the tem-
perature of the CMB (CgTℓ,obs), whih is the data ve-
tor alled
~d. We also need its inverse ovariane ma-
trix (C−1) and the theoretial predition, whih we an
model as amplitude A times a duial model ~t. To assess
the possible ontamination from foregrounds, tSZ, point
soures et. to our signal we need to estimate the as-
soiated ross-orrelation ontamination (~f). For exam-
ple, for foregrounds we look at the orrelation between
the galaxy overdensity and the foreground temperature
C
g(fg)
ℓ (whih is what we alulated using models suh
as desribed by Eq. 44).
Consider the usual χ2 analysis, where we are trying to
t for A given ~d, ~t and C−1:
χ2 = (~d−A~t) ·C−1(~d−A~t). (C1)
We minimize χ2 and get
A =
~d ·C−1~t
~t ·C−1~t . (C2)
This is Eq. (45) and the assoiated variane is given by
Eq. (46). The ratio of estimated amplitude to its variane
is the estimated signal to noise.
Sine the total signal is a sum of the true signal and
ontamination suh as foreground, tSZ or point soures,
the latter ontribute to the signal to noise,
∆A
σ(A)
=
~f ·C−1~t√
~t ·C−1~t
=
~f ·C−1~t√
~t ·C−1~t
×
√
~f ·C−1 ~f√
~f ·C−1 ~f
. (C3)
While we ould use this expression to estimate the pos-
sible ontamination we an make it less dependent on
the weighting by theoretial model by using the Cauhy
inequality, here written in the (primed) diagonal ba-
sis with eigenvetors normalized to eigenvalue,
~f ′ · ~t′ <√
~t′ · ~t′
√
~f ′ · ~f ′, to derive from Eq. (C3):
∆A
σ(A)
≤
√
Econt ≡
√
~f ·C−1 ~f. (C4)
We use this expression in our estimates of ontamination;
it represents an upper limit on the number of sigmas of
ontamination introdued by the foreground
~f .
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